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Healy Approves Budget
$800 Tuition Hike Seen

Carazo
Receives

Award

Although

Staff Writer

Carazo,

President

of the

Chairman Joseph Petit admitted this
week that a projection of $800 ‘‘was

attended

a leader in civic and educational affairs
in his country,
and
a tenacious
defender of democratic values and international peace.’
In 1978 Carazo proposed to the
General Assembly of the United Na-

tions that an International University
of Peace be iestablished. The United
Nations approved the project and

a commission

recommendations

by

members of the foreign diplomatic
corps,
State Department,
and
the
School of Foreign Service. The presentation was followed by a reception in
the Hall of Nations.
Carazo, educated at the University
of Costa
Rica
and
the
Colegio
Seminario in San Jose, was acclaimed
in the degree citation, which was read
by Ambassador
Viron
P.
Vaky,
Associute Dean of the School of
Foreign
Service
and
former
Undersecretary of State for Latin
America. ‘“Teacher, political leader,
industrialist
and
entrepeneur,
and
legislator, President Carazo has been

formed

pretty close.” This estimate is based
on University President Timothy Healy’s recent approval of final budget

to investigate

the structure, organization and implementation of Carazo’s brainchild.
In his long acceptance address,
which - was
delivered
in Spanish,
Carazo highlighted the role of Costa
Rica in international and Central
American peace processes. He described the Republic of Costa Rica, which
has no army or national guard, as continually striving for the preservation of
human rights, particularly in terms of
justice, education and law. The ad-
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Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris
causa, in Gaston Hall on Monday
December 1st. In addition, Jose Rafeal
Echeverria,
the Ambassador
from
Costa Rica to the U.S., was awarded
the President’s Medal of Honor.
Georgetown
University President
Timothy
S.
Healy
conferred
the

at a ceremony

hesitant to pinpoint the

size of next year’s tuition increase,
Main
Campus
Finance Committee

Republic of Costa Rica, was made a

"honors

However,
reports
from
administrators in these three areas bode

by Len Schoppa ’
HOYA Asst. News Editor

by John P. McCarthy

Rodrigo

Rodrigo Carazo, President of Costa Rica (left) and Jose Echeverria (right) spoke after receiving honors.

contributions

in

the

field

’82, but is

A figure cannot be finalized until
decisions are reached on financial aid,
faculty salaries, and the apportionment of the budget between the three

campuses.

$3700 Stolen from Res Life Safe;

dress was received with a standing ovation.
:
Ambassador
Echeverria
was
recognized by Georgetown as having
‘‘distinguished
himself
through
dedication and service for others in the
diplomatic corps’’ and ‘‘for his signifi-

cant

for FY

‘‘premature’’ according to Petit, pending apportionment of the budget.
These now-approved BAC recommendations provide for an 11.3% increase in the Overhead budget which
includes expenses other than faculty
salaries and financial aid.

of

‘ safe, establishing regular procedures
for. depositing monies collected, and
restricting access to the safe’s combination.
‘Obviously,
supervision
Approximately $3700 was stolen must come from the top,’’ the adto the U.S. by Carazo in May of 1978,
from an open safe in the Office of
stated he was doubly honored to be
ministrator stated, adding, ‘‘such was
Residence Life last week, according to
praised
by
a University such
as
not the case previously.”
sources at the GU Protective Services.
‘Georgetown and to be receiving an
““The thief is probably still around,
GUPS informed the HOYA that the
award with President Carazo. The
but I doubt we will find him or her,”’
money, which represented collections
President’s Medal is awarded to incommented Protective Services officer
from laundry ticket sales, was taken
dividuals who exemplify the ideals of
Lt. Jeffrey Horton.
some time between Tuesday evening
Georgetown.
+ and Wednesday afternoon.
In his address, Fr. Healy touched
Sources
both
at. GUPS
and
upon the rarity of President Carazo’s
Residence Life stated that there are:no
unique position in Latin Axierica as a
suspects or any leads which might lead
freely elected leader of a democratic
to an arrest.
country. Costa Rica is the oldest
‘I was quite surprised,’’ admitted
democratic nation in Latin America,
Dean
of Residence
Life
William
and virtually the only one. Healy praisSchuerman, when asked if it was comed Carazo as a ‘‘true democratic politimon procedure to keep such funds in
cian’’ and ‘‘a voice of his people.”
his office.
;
Carazo was elected President of Costa
Schuerman said that he has taken
Rica in 1978.
several measures, including moving the
by Ron Kliain

HOYA Contributing Editor

by Sarah Rosenson and Chris Baker

to

get

anything

done

‘“That report and those recommendations are strictly for the people
responsible for running the post office,”” said Quinn. ‘‘Outsiders might

start.”’

persons had the combination compromised that control and led to the
safe being kept open for long periods
of time,’’ stated Dean Schuerman.
“I think the steps we have taken will
. alleviate some of the problems,’”’ he

added.
GUPS officials told the HOYA that
they were drafting an overall policy as
well as specific recommendations for
the Residence Life Office in attempts

blems, but improvements will take
time.
Many personnel changes have been
made, including major overhauls of
the Darnall mail room.
Students,
rather than outside workers, are now
staffing Darnall, ‘and 2 daily shifts
have been instituted.
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Fumes Close Office
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by Sarah Rosenson
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News Editor

Georgetown’s . Work Study Office
was closed yesterday because of fumes
escaping from a dilution tank under
the office floor. Director of University
Safety John F. Kane said he did not
know what kind of fumes they were.
Sink drains in the chemistry labs on
the upper floors of White-Gravenor
converge in the tank, where they are'|
diluted : with fresh water and then
released into the sewer system, he said.
Brian McConville (SBA ’81), a student who works in the office, said that
it was closed because some people were
feeling nauseated and slightly ill.
“I don’t think that room should
ever have been converted from a storeroom into an office because of the
dilution tank,” said Kane. ‘‘The Safety
Officer was not consulted about the
change-over.’

According to Kane, the Work Study
‘B

*K

employees
were
‘‘exposed
to
something, I have no way of knowing

what, for not more than eight hours.
Such short-term exposure will certainly have no long-term effects.”

Kane said that last spring an attempt
was made to seal the tank, but evidently it was unsuccessful. He outlined
three alternatives available to the
University for solving this problem:
1)Attempt once again to seal the
tank.
2)Permanently re-locate the Work
Study Office
3)Ventilate the tank by installing an

airline from the tank to the roof.
According to Kane, dilution tanks
are required by D.C. law. The University has never had problems with tanks
in other, more modern
buildings,
because they are designed differently.
McConville said that the WorkiStudy
staff includes five full-time employees
and four to six students.

The Financial Aid Office, which is
located across the hall from Work
Study, was also closed yesterday. The
reason for this could not be confirmed
at press time.

pick

up

‘a

crease totals over $2.5 million. This
reapportionment is based on a method

which

assigns

costs

depending

on

which campus received benefits.
Similarly, Olenyn reported that the

Main Campus will pick up ‘a little bit
larger’’ share of the $2 million Computer Systems budget.
Further, as Petit explained, the only

part of the budget which credits money
to the campuses, the Fringe Benefit
Adjustment, will probably only allow
a little over $10,000 of $461,000 to be
credited to the Main Campus.
Finally, the Main Campus will have

to pick up its usual share (90%) of the.
Athletics budget according to reports

established.
Petit indicated at the meeting that

although decisions on financial aid is
yet to be forthcoming, room for
maneuverability, at least this year, are

narow due to obligations for meeting
full need. He explained that the
University catalogues cite this practice,

and it would be difficult to change
policies at this point in the admissions
process.
“It’s been

a sobering year,” Pett

later said in an interview.

“It hasn’t been a year in which we

* could rejoice at anything. Tuition will
be high and faculty salaries will lag
* although they’ ve recovered somewhat.
The cost is in a curtailed athletic program and an understanding of our
limitations in financial aid.”
The final version of the budget as it
emerged from a lengthy process of
recommendations and appeals was not
- significantly altered from the original
MCFC proposal.
One major alteration followed ap-

~ Dean of Residence Life, William Schuerman

:

Quinn and Medina agreed that pro-

to

peals to the BAC two weeks ago.
University Relations was granted a
$150,000 increase and General Administration was given an extra
$30,000.
The University Relations budget in-

see the report, he was invited to a
meeting with Director of Postal Affairs Max Stallsworth and Director of
Administrative Service Karl Pervine.
Quinn said that Stallsworth and Pervine were
‘‘cooperative
from
the

Force, “I asked to see the report, but I
didn’t press the issue.”

have

in faculty salaries was, although not
formally approved, effectively

Although Quinn was not allowed to

John Quinn, who is also on the Task

will

greater portion’ of the University
Relations budget which after a 32% in-

MCEC indicated that the 12% increase

might

gress is being made solving mail pro-

Student

pt

or

not
understand
them,
misinterpret them.”’

been allowed to see the firm’s report.
According to University Registrar
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hard

because it’s hard to tell exactly where
the problem is,’’ said Student Senator
Monica Medina of the failures of
postal services on campus.
According to Medina, who heads
the Emergency Postal Affairs Task
Force, an outside consulting firm
studied the campus mail system this

summer, but the Task Force has not

Campus

reports at last week’s meeting of the

Aprehension of Culprit Unlikely

foreign service and international relations.”’
Echeverria, appointed ambassador

ill for the Main Campus.
According to the Director of the
Budget Rose Ann Olenyn, the Main

from administrators. Athletics, in the
final budget, received a 28% increase.
In other areas yet to be determined,

Postal Problems Investigated
“Jt’s

7

Christmas Movies

— Ee

HOYA

16

Philosophy ala Knisely

Horton suggested that the lapse in
time between the money last being seen
and the theft ‘being reported, the
relatively easy access to the safe area,
plus the fact that the safe was uniocked all combined to make the chances
of ever
finding
the
perpetrator
“relatively small.”
‘‘One person needed to have control. Obviously the fact that several

to prevent future incidents. In the
words of 'GUPS
Lt. Horton, “We
know

where

each

crease, finally totalling 35%,
was
justified by Olenyn and other administrators based on the expenses of a
major new capital raising campaign.
Although the actual campaign was
never cut by the MCFC, other offices

of UR were given very small increases.
According to Olenyn, the $150,000

safe is on campus

was split between the Development Of-

because they have all been hit in the

fice and Public Relations.
~The other major increase, in the
final tally, went to Athletics with 28%.
The $250,000 increase granted,

past two years.”’
‘When it’s holiday time people gc
or the big hits-and this was a prim
,”> he said.

continued on page 4

Educators Concerned About Reagan Policies
tion that has unconsciously driven up

by Greg Kitsock

their expenses and tuition.’

HOYA Associate Editor

In order to decrease federal involvement in education, Reagan throughout
his campaign called for abolition of .
the newly-created
Department
of
Education.
Steve
Leifman,
director of the
Coalition of Independent College and
University Students (COPUS), said

‘Higher tuition, less financial aid,
fewer people able to go to school.”
This gloomy prediction was advanced
by Doug Tuthill, national chairperson
of the United States Student Association, when asked how higher education would fare under the Reagan administration.
Jeff Collier, head of the GU student
government’s
Legislative
‘Action
Council, took a less pessimistic view.
‘“‘Reagan is going to be under a lot of
pressure to balance the budget, and there are going to be some cuts made
(in federal financial aid).”
“However, I don’t think Reagan
will be capricious and cut out whole
programs.’’ Private schools may fare
better than public institutions, he added, if the new administration is successful in implementing a tuition tax
credit program.
A third view-that it’s too early to
make an accurate forecast-was offered
Director of Financial Aid Ken Kohl
by Kenneth Kohl, Director of Finan-

cial Aid at Georgetown.
“The higher education
seems to be scared to

whether

this

is

justified,

community
death, but

I

don’t

know...."”’
Several items in the Republican party platform are viewed by educators

and lobbyists as having ominous implications for academia. The platform,
for instance,
accused
the federal
bureaucracy of harassing colleges and

universities with a ‘‘tangle of regula-

Education, according to a recent article in the Chronicle of Higher Education.

The

article

quotes

the

President-

“We

have

very little data to show

whether a program is working or just
existing,”” Reagan reportedly said.
Another item in the Republican

which

worries educators is

federal

financial

aid monies

will be

lumped with other ‘‘social’’ programs
when the new Congress convenes to determine the final form of the Fiscal
Year ’81 budget.
The election of a Republican majority in the Senate ‘‘was a bigger
disaster for us than the Presidential
election,” according to Tuthill. Such
friends of higher education as Senators

George McGovern,

Jacob Javits and

that less federal involvement in educa-

spending.”
“If you increase military spending,
you decrease money for education-it’s
almost
a
cause-and-effect
relationship,” Tuthill claimed.

Department

of

the

financial

next

aid pro-

five

years.

However, lobbyists fear that when the

realized.
For example,

John Culver, he said, were defeated by
opponents who advocate an increased

the

federal

that one of his first actions in office

the pledge to balance the budget, while
at the same time cutting taxes and increasing defense spending.
Student lobbyists questioned by The
HOYA
said they were afraid that

before it attempts anything as drastic

over

will be to form a task force to analyze
current federal programs in education.

speech

such a move would decrease whatever
voice students have in the administration. Educators have expressed fear

Sy dismantling

in

grams

time comes for the new Congress actually to appropriate funds for the
programs, these gains may never be

elect as stating in a campaign

platform

tion will mean a weakening of. affirmative
action
programs,
and
a
decrease in federal financial support.
However, the Reagan administration is likely to proceed with caution

creases

military budget

and are ‘‘anti-social

The Higher Education Reauthorization Act, which was signed into law in
October.
YY.
in-

:

y©

the Reauthorization

continued on page 3

Task Force

Surveys Students
The Georgetown University Task |
Force on Athletics has mailed a
survey to 600 randomly selected
students, polling their views on
university athletic policy.
Task Force Chairman Prof. Jesse
Mann plans to deliver a preliminary
analysis of the poll results to Student
Affairs
Vice-President
William Stott, who oversees the
Athletic
Department,before
the
Christmas break.
A similar poll will be sent to
alumni, administrators, and faculty
after the break, according to a student on the Task Force.
Professor Murray Gendell, who
does demographic work for the

Kennedy Institute and the Department of Sociology designed the
poll. Gendell stated that the Task
Force was hoping for ‘‘over 350

responses’’, in order to have a large

enough sample base.
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Reagan Advisor/Prof Discusses Future
“One thing that disturbs me,” she
said of the clamour over her political
future, ‘““is that everyone assumes that
serving in the Reagan Administration
would be a lot more important than

by Judd Allen
HOYA Staff Writer
G.U. Prof. Jeanne Kirkpatrick complicated rumors concerning her possible appointment to the Ambassadorship of the United Nations Wednesday
night. Speaking to G.U. students in
‘Harbin Formal Lounge, the interim
~ advisor to President-elect Ronald
Reagan said she values her role as a
writer and teacher as much as any
position Reagan is likely to offer.

dent

“Great Rock and Roll

2

Every Weekend

be

The Westward expansion started to
seen as imperialism. The U.S.

economic system and way of life was
condemned as materialistic, lacking
spirit. She explained, ‘This bothered
me.

The

whole

counter-culture

bothered me. I felt it was attacking the
legitimacy of the whole political process of this country. As a political

scientist, I realize that confidence in
the political process is essential to the
functioning of a democracy.
‘I was bothered by ‘liberals’ who
desserted Humphrey in ’68. And I was
bothered by some reforms in the
Democratic party.’’ She explained that

don’t bring home a Republican.’ *’
In explaining her jump to supporter
of Republican Reagan, she traced back

rofessor Jeanne Kirkpatrick spoke

liberalism
son came

Kirkpatrick explained that she earned much of her current publicity in the
past, ‘‘in my bedroom, reading, thinking and writing.’’ Her reputation as a

‘In

she considered the party to be laying
foundations that would produce bad
candidates. ‘‘The delegates at the ’72

history, we talked about the settling of
the West: I was the only one on the

Democratic convention did not reflect
the constituency. Their nomination,

side of the white settlers.” Now I don’t

self-described

hate

McGovern, was the only nominee
from the majority party ever to lose by

her dissatisfaction with
begun in the ’60’s: “My

home

‘‘dyed-in-the-wool

. Democrat” enhances the appeal to
Reagan of an article she wrote for

from

the

school

Indians,

and

but

said,

as

someone

whose father fought against them, this
bothered me,” Kirkpatrick said, add-'

commentary last year criticizing Presi-

9

her

going out with is Jewish--that can
make a marriage difficult, but he’s intelligent. Bring him home. I’ll treat him
like a son.” A boy in town was
Catholic. My father said, ‘I knew a
Catholic who had 9 kids; having 9 kids
isn’t easy, but bring him home. I’ll
treat him like a son. But daughter,

more important.”’
Considering the attention from the
national press that she is receiving to
be a media-event, Kirkpatrick said, ““I
don’t feel anything has happened to
me except I’ve suddenly received a lot
of publicity. I 'm embarrassed. I never
talk about my political views in the
classroom. I belong to that generation
of political scientists that believes it is
an abuse of the classroom to talk

Free Admission 8-9 pm

about the U.S.

Her

from

' to you about marriage--the boy you're

about our views.”’

|

policy.

. at home in East Texas and my father
told me: ‘Now daughter, I want to talk

what I do. As an intellectual, I believe

Open Every Night!

foreign

family. She jokes, ‘In the 40’s, I was

that what I do is as important, if not

333-2897 Wisc&K Sts.

Carter’s

Democratic instincts come

member.”
Nixon further undermined the confidence in the American system, but
Carter, Kirkpatrick said, ‘‘violated my

trendy-not

an

experienced

sense of competency and the value I
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8 and
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as if

to analyze

data and

problems,

she

indicated,

interest, not with right or wrong. The
- politician must harmonize the diverse

interests, and win support of his solution from various interest groups.

Reagan
that
was
very
complimentary.”’ she said. Reagan
later met with her and she discovered
he [peng that ps va a Hon wing

“Consult,” Kirkpatrick stated,‘‘is the

idealogue were unfounded. ‘‘The
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thing I concluded was that he is not an
idealogue. He seemed intelligent too
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a poliiician. He

Reagan in the November ’79 issue of
Commentary, ‘‘a high-brow, political
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relations with allies, Congress and the

_ are of a different nature, pointing out
the Aristotelian distinction which
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And we're always looking for extraordinary people.
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inconceivable.

Democrats, Kirkpatrick concluded
that she had more than policy conflicts

his conclusions.”
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presenting them. ‘‘Carter,”” she said,
‘“is a technocrat, that’s different than

Political
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even talked to Russel Long, a powerful

there were only one right answer, as if

ou

Band

Adm.
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senator. To a political scientist, this is

Kirkpatrick did not doubt Carter’s

‘what you wouldn’ : ordinarily expect from a
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method of arriving at solutions and of
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invited

consultation but was just an unvailing

good intentions but disagreed with his

u-2.

then

of their energy program. They hadn’t

the same way.”

:

$1. 50

and

the meeting turned out not to involve

Asians-thinking we prefer Europeans.
I didn’t tell them that Europeans

analyzed,

governors from the 50 states, they
thought for a consultation session. But

to the prejudice of Americans against

To

i

‘data

treated badly but assumed it was due

party

Week.

key word. The politician respects other
points of view.”’
She pointed to Carter’s energy program as a sign of his failure as a politician: ‘‘He and Schlesinger took all the

place in competence.’’
She recalled a tour of the Orient she
took: ‘‘Asians felt they were being

a landslide. The nominees became, I
felt, a new type of person, upper class,

ing that it reflected a feeling of guilt

in Harbin Hall

with a Se

said, ‘‘yes’’.

for

:

€ com-

1

mented, ‘Maybe I wouldn’t have if I

ir

hadn’t been in that fevered state.”
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Reagan,

TI TRENT

New Right
Calling

President-elect

Reagan

‘‘shallow’’, and tossing verbal barbs at
TITRA
a
x

Ne

ETE

direction of future American policy in
a HOYA-Voice seminar held in WhiteGravenor Tuesday, November 25.
. Asked to analyze Reagan’s electoral
landslide and Republican gains nationwide, the Washington Star columnist
said ‘‘One has to at least entertain the
idea that it was
a vote against
liberalism
and
against Democratic
policies’’. As a case in point she menRonn the unseating of liberal Iowa
Senator John Culver by conservative
Charles Grassley. Culver, McGrory
claimed, was ‘‘literally a giant”’, tall,
charismatic, ‘‘and with a tremendous
command of facts and figures’. She
described Grassley as ‘‘essentially a
right-wing hack.”
McGrory, who won a Pulitzer Prize
in 1970 for her six years of columns
critical of American involvement in.
Vietnam, said of the new Presidentelect, “I always thought that he was a

Rights policy, and

with

aR
«

Si
x
3
=

and

policy, McGrory smiled wanly and
said, ‘‘My opinion? Low,...very low.”
McGrory was questioned about her

writing style, which has been criticized

chairman, was one of six senators who
voted against the Higher EducationAct
when it finally passed the Senate.
Leifman said that shortly before the
election, he had contacted Reagan
campaign headquarters to find out

said his group views the proposal as a

how

the

way there will be as much tuition tax

reauthorization legislation. According
to Leifman, Reagan headquarters said
that their candidate ‘‘hadn’t dealt with
the issue.’
On the other hand, it might not be
politically
expedient
for
the
Republicans to make major cuts in
federal financial aid programs, Jeff
Collier noted.

money as direct financial aid,”’ he
‘asserted.
;
Leifman commented further, “The
delivery system is terrible. Parents
wouldn’t see the tax credits until

‘a

Carey

before the debates, that
going to win. ‘‘Carey,”’
‘‘told the Ambassador of
weeks before the election

sharpened

knife’.

This

stlye

garnered her a place on the Nixon
White House’s so-called ‘‘enemies’’
list for her strident opposition to the
Vietnam War.
‘I am caustic,”” McGrory stated. ‘I
was particularly caustic during the
Vietnam War. When people go insane
before your eyes I don’t see much
point in tip-toeing around.”’

Fin Aid——

continued from page I
Act calls for the maximum Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant to increase to $1,900 for the next academic
year. However, COPUS and the US
Students Association have had their
hands full recently trying to persuade
Congress to set aside enough money

McGrory also expressed concern
about the foreign policy line that the
incoming administration would take.
“Human Rights will be the big difference,”’ she stated, claiming that
conservative
columnists
such
as
William F. Buckley are calling for
abandonment
of Carter’s
Human

for a maximum grant of $1,800.
Adding to the worries of student
lobbyists is the fact that Senator Paul
Laxalt of Nevada, Reagan’s campaign

Reagan

felt

about

‘“The Republicans came into office

at various times as ‘vindictive’ and as

that, ‘the President is finished. *’

A
SR
*

Argentina

Professor and former Secretary of
State, Henry Kissinger, who might be
expected to play a role in formulating
the new
administration’s
foreign

and demagogic’’ re-election campaign, .
and revealed that she had supported
Congressman John Anderson.
About the election itself, and the pundits’ failure to predict the size or scope
of the GOP sweep, McGrory, who is
syndicated in over 150 newspapers,
said, ‘‘only two people that I knew,
[New York City] Mayor Ed Koch and

Hugh

for closer relation

like

Asked her opinion of Georgetown

McGrory criticized Carter’s ‘pathetic

Governor

countries

Chile,
‘both of which are quite
loathsome from my point of view.
[The regimes] do all sorts of hideous
things...torture
dissidents,
snatch
them away.”
:

very shallow man...I think he has an

York]

State

do, the
has

on upper and upper middle class
votes,’’ he said. Many of these voters,
he added, are presently paying tuition
to put their sons and daughters
through college.
“I don’t know if the Republicans

recognize

their

constituency,

but

several months after filing their in-

year.

and

GUPS

arrived

at the

cident at the D.C. Children’s Hospital.

cording to GUPS

The second robbery resulted in $1600

cafeteria, two men matching the same

description as the pair who robbed
Darnall were involved in a similiar in-

officer Lt. Jeffery

being taken.

The

* Ah

Community

Action Coalition

recently held a raffle in order to raise

money
SOME

The

for

an

organization

called

(So Others Might Eat).

prize

was

an

18

pound

chocolate turkey. It was won by Jean
Wieland.

United

positions

States
in

Rosslyn,

Va.

must pass a Civil Service

Exam

TYPING
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Serving Washington's Student Community
Since

GMAT

criticized for high costs and for alleged

Department

Darnall Hall, site of the armed robbery
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it

abuses by students who take out loans
for purposes other than education.
Another controversial plank in the
Republican platform is the proposal to
grant tax credits to parents who send
their children to private schools.
Spokesmen
for
both
the
US
Students Association and COPUS said
they oppose tuition tax credits. Tuthill
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The Financial Aid Form for 1981-1982 is now
available from The Office of Financial Aid, G-06 WGR.

GS-2,3,&4
GS$-3,4,&5
GS-5

Do not jeopardize your chance To receive financial aid

or have

PICK UP AN APPLICATION

in 1981-1982.

status. Flexible schedules can be arranged

TODAY!

a

+

ment

When informed that such applications
were not being accepted, one man
grabbed a female employee, forced her
to the ground, and drew a weapon, ac-

come tax forms. If the student needs
money for ‘tuition or books in the
meantime, he’s out of luck.”
GU Financial Aid Director Kohl
also said he opposed tuition tax
credits, claiming that ‘‘a couple hundred bucks isn’t going to make much
of a difference for most families,’
when tuition rises to $6000-$8000 a

would be politically dangerous
to
alienate them,’’ he added.
As an example of the type of cut
which might be made, Collier cited
proposals to place an income cap on
the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
The
GSL’s
are
presently
available to all students regardless of
earnings.
The
program
has been

Clerk-Typists
Clerk-Stenos

for most positions.
CONTACT: Wanda Wienckowski, North Entrance, State Department Building, 22nd
and D Streets NW. (202) 632-0581. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Horton also said that after officials

ed to fund tuition tax credits would
probably come from the BEOG’s and
other existing programs. ‘“There’s no

Washington, D. C. for:

You

from the Metropolitian Police Depart-

““step to dismantle public education.’
Leifman claimed that the money need-

Do you have 16 to 32 hours a week to spare?
If you

cafeteria office at 7:30 pm, claiming to
be interested in applying for jobs.

Earlier this week students enjoyed the unseasonably warm weather on Healy lawn.

almost childlike faith in free enterprise.’
The Boston-bred liberal columnist
said that she did not feel that Reagan
would, ‘‘blow us all up’’, but that, ‘‘he
will cancel programs that have kept the
cities quiet and turn the gas and oil
companies loose on the environment.’’

[New

from Metro, we hope to nail these
guys,” Horton added.
No one was hurt in either incident,
according to Horton.

Horton.
Horton told the HOYA that the two
got away with such a large sum
because the cafeteria staff was unable
to deposit receipts from the four days
previous to the incident due to bank
closings for Thanksgiving and the
weekend.
‘““We have a few leads, and with help

long time journalistic and governmental rivals, syndicated columnist Mary
McGrory expressed concern with the

knew, even
Reagan was
she claimed,
Ireland three

‘Two armed robbers absconded approximately
$2200
from
Darnall
+ Cafeteria last Sunday.
According to sources at G.U. Protective Service, the pair entered the

NPP POOP

sr nT

McGrory
Attacks

3

|
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Gold Jewelry Taken
From Copley Rooms
keys

by Ron Klain and Kara Swisher
HOYA News Staff

Approximately
© jewelry
rooms

was
in

in

gold

taken from four
Copley
hall

dorm

Thanksgiving

a

to

Sgt.

$1000

vacation,

Charles

over

according

Christian

of

Georgetown Protective Services.
Lt. Jeffery Horton, also of GUPS,
informed the HOYA that there was
no sign of forced entry in any of
the
incidents,
leading
investigators
to
believe
that
so-

meone

possessing

a master

the rooms on the
floor is the culprit.

key

building’s

‘““We are working

to
fifth

with the Metro

Police, and hope to have this matter wrapped up quickly,” Horton
commented,
adding,
‘We
have
some
suspects
and our investiga-

Jack

DeGioia expressed his surprise at
the incidents, saying,
‘‘I’ve never

seen

anything
that

like

this.

this

cumstance and
necessary
to

is

a

I’m not
change

I

think,

rare

cir-

sure it is
security

policy.”
DeGioia
discounted
suggestions that locks be changed
and

Father Robert Drinan

in

asserting

be

expensive

very

light
that

of
‘‘it

and

the
would

presents

quite a few obstacles. Besides the
great cost, we wonder if it will be
effective and whether we have the
equipment,
manpower,
and
the
time involved in installation.’’
GUPS
officers
suggested
that
they are confident that the thief
does have some type of key. ‘The
students involved said they locked
their doors and we have no reason
to doubt
them,”
Sgt.
Christian
stated.
Christian
and
Horton
both
remarked
that such incidents are
‘“‘common place’’ for this time of
year,
with
the
Sergeant
adding,
‘‘Everyone
has
to
do
their
Christmas
shopping,
and
ap‘parently
this
was
one
person's

way of getting it done.”

tion is progressing well.”
Copley Resident Director

though,

re-issued

burglaries

Horton
added
that
the
items
taken
were,
‘‘easily concealable-mostly
small
pieces
of
gold
jewelry--and even easier to sell.”
“You see all the places that buy
gold these days.
Look,
here’s a
whole page of them,”” Horton continued, holding up a page of ads
for precious
metals
purchasers
from the Washington Post.

Soap Actress Leads List of Speakers
by Ron Klain
HOYA Contributing Editor

Susan
Lucci,
the
actress
who
plays Erica Cain on TV’s “All My
Children’, is among four speakers
scheduled
to lecture
on
campus
next
semester.
The
appearances
are being arraged by the University’s Lecture
Fund,
according
to
Chairman Chris Blake.
Also
confirmed
to appear
this
spring are Fr. Robert
Drinan,
a

Jesuit
who
until
asked
to step
down by the Pope represented a
district
in Massachusetts
in the
Congress;
and
Ellen
Goodman,

syndicated

columnist

for

the

Boston. Globe, Blake said. He added
that
social
activist
Dick
Gregory had tentatively agreed to’

appear as well.
Blake informed the HOYA
that
the Lecture Fund is still trying to
make
arrangements
for at least

HAPPY BIRTHBAY SUSAN!
WITH MUCH LEAVE FRBM
BILLY JEBEL, TERRY BRADSHAW,
ROBIN
ELLIS
AND
JACKSEN
BROWNE
FAA A AA

KAKA
ple
A

AA

TAA
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A RA
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two more events; a presentation
#4 se Fe Je de edhe se de she she se Aske se sie se sk ie dhe she sie Ae sk de de ke sk dhe die dhe ke ke dk dk ok ok ok A

on

American

music

which

would

include the performance of
ferent period pieces while a
ture on
ducted,

diflec-

the subject was being conand
‘‘a speaker represen-

ting the arts in general who

is able

to articulate what he does and why
he does it.”’
Though
expressing
his pleasure
with
the
‘‘diverse’’
speakers
the

Lecture

Fund

also

suggested

with

the

has

arranged,
some

group’s

Blake

frustration

limitations,

say-

ing, ‘‘we could get all the people
we wanted if we had three or four
thousnd dollars a speaker to do it.
But we have got to rely on people
who’s rates are lower or who will
speak for free.”
According to Blake,
Lucci and
Drinan will appear for free, while

Goodman
her

commands

appearance,

pected
ture.

and

$2500
Gregory

to receive $2000

for
is ex-

for his lec-

Asked
about
those
speakers
who told the Fund they would not
appear, Blake said that the committee
had
gotten
‘‘no’s’’
from
such
notables
~as TV
newsman
‘Walter
Cronkite,
author
Herman

iT

THE

National

Jesuit Honor Society

Wouk,
scientist Carl
Sagan,
and
theologian Hans Kung. He added,
‘Everybody has a lot of good ideas
about who we should get and who
people want to see, but often it’s
easier
said
than
done
to
get
them.”
“Take Hans Kung for example.
We -called and called and called,
but
were
finally
told
that
he
wouldn’t
speak
here
because
he
had
been to Washington
on his
last trip, and wouldn’t come on the
one he was planning,” Blake continued.
The Lecture Fund is the student
group
officially
responsible
for
providing
speakers
for the campus. During the course of the past
political
season,
the
Fund
presented
Presidential
candidates
George
Bush,
Jerry
Brown,
Ted
Kennedy,
and
Ed
Clark
and
Senatorial
contenders
George
McGovern and Frank Church.
“We
are proud of the various
viewpoints we brought to the campus during the campaign,’’
Blake
said, adding, A
now_we., dope 10...
ae £2

end

4
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Former

ip of Adwissions and Records Joseph Chalmers.

Admissions Dean

Not to be Replaced
by Sarah Rosenson
HOYA

News Editor

Although Georgetown’s Dean of
Admissions
and
Records
Joseph
Chalmers resigned earlier this semester
in order to take a position with a northern Virginia consulting firm, the
University does not have plans to hire
a new
Dean
of Admissions , and
Records, according to Assistant VicePresident for Academic Affairs Marie
Helene Gibney.
“Prior to his departure, the Directors of Financial Aid, Admissions, and

Registration

reported

to

Dean

Chalmers, and then he reported to
me,” said Gibney. ‘“Now those three
areas report directly to me.”” The
Directors of International Programs,
ROTC,
Minority Affairs, and the
University Librarian also report to
Gibney.
Gibney pointed out that Chalmers,
with the help of the Student Records
Study Group, initiated the move to a
computer system for handling records.
‘““‘He analyzed the néeds of the University, and worked out the bugs as the
process got underway. He did a good
job of it,”’ she said.
However, now that the programs set
up
by Chalmers
are functioning
smoothly and he has left Georgetown,
the University does not need to hire a

new Dean of Admissions, andd Records,
at this time.

ts

She stressed the fact that this deci* sion is not necessarily permanent; ‘‘the
situation may change,”’ she said. “Not
hiring a new Dean of Admissions and
Records now does not imply that the
University
will never,
never
hire
another one.”
Gibney said that the Admissions office has requested use of the office
space vacated by Chalmers. She also
hypothesized that any money saved by
the restructuring will be used within
the area of Admissions and Records.

BAC
continued from page 1
however, was short of the $428,000 re-

quested.

As

reported

earlier in the

HOYA, Vice-President for Student
Affairs William Stott promised that if
unaltered, this decision would require
Athletics to reexamine its entire program.
In looking back at the budgetary
process which began last spring, Petit
said he was ‘‘very pleased with how it
worked.”’
‘“The Provost,’’ he explained, ‘‘asked the Committee to deal with serious °
issues, and he stayed in touch with the
Committee.
“We had the analytical data we
needed in the subcommittees, and the
level of data on student aid was far
. Superior to.-anything any. institution
“had ‘available; he concluded.

HOYA Editorial Board
ELECTIONS
~ will be held

Sunday, December 7
8 PM
In the HOYA Office
SERVICE
LOYALTY
SCHOLARSHIP

All Editors and Staffers must attend.
.
CB BL BOB BOB

BN BOB

RCM

BOB NB

OB BB

‘“‘REAL CLASS...TOP 10%! HOT
...EARNS A MASTERS DEGREE
IN EROTICA!’ HUSTLER MAG.

““CLASSY...A+

ACTION!"

AL GOLDSTEIN'S MAG.

APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE

‘“ ‘ANIMAL HOUSE’ GONE X...
SEXY!" CAPER MAG.

TIES

Juniors and Seniors may pick up applications from the
Office of Student Affairs, 102 Old North.

~ LADIES...NO
es

EROTIC

VIDEO
XE
X MAG.

WORLD PREMIERE xXx)xX

CoEDF'EVER
Completed applications are due on or before 4:00 pm Monday,
December 15, 1980. Return all applications to the Office of
Student Affairs, 102 Old North.
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Dear

Senior

Class
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SENIOR WEEK NEWS

Page 5

Member:

We are sending this brief letter to you to

let you know about our

upcaming activities so you can mark your calendar off accordingly.

this

RE EE

First we would like to thank you for your support
at our events

semester: The Oktoberfest, Senior Halloween Party, and our Friday afternoon
Happy Hours. Our final event this semester will be the armual Senior Christmas
+P
, on the last night of classes, Hodpenday
December
10 in Copley Formal

It will
be semi-fo:

and open

bar.

A

from 9PM- 1AM.

For next semester we have several things plarmed.
We'll start off the
semester with a Pre-Inauguration Day Party in Hall of Nations on Mcnday,

January 19th. (By the way Inauguration
Day is a holiday) Details will be
posted during Registration Days. The Auction is in the works and will be held
sometime in late February, early March. We will sponsor the singing telegram
for Valentine's Day again this year on Friday, February 13 so that you can
send your sweetie your personal message during their favorite Friday class.
For Senior Week itself we have some good news.

We are pleased to

that the Lester Lanin Orchestra will be entertaining us once again at

- the Senior Ball.

(Mr. Lanin's Orchestra is also playing. at Reagan's Inaugural

Ball downtown), We are

also plamming

to include

the Booze Cruise,

Tropical Night,

RR RR

amounce

RR

Other parties for the semester include an Irish Night, an Atlantic City Suitcase
Party, a Bad Taste Party and a Punk Par:y.
:

and a Rafting Trip during Senior Week itself.
Xe
We are currently in the process of negotiating for discounted hotel
space in town for parents for graduation weekend.
We will be sending
information home to you over the Christmas vacation.

the

Thank you again for your encouragement and support.
We will be having
a meeting for all those interested in participating in specific activites and

4

events for the spring

ing

the first full week of classes next semester,

NR

x

&

Jamuary 19th,
Watch for flyers with the time and place. We hope at that time
you will give us your ideas and let us know what you'd like to help with for

-

the semester and for Senior Week itself.

:

Sincerely,

i

a

©

Bix

%

ww

See you December 10th!

a

8

The Senior Week Executive Committee

Wednesday, December 10, 1980
Copley Formal Hall
19:00 p.m.—1

Chairman

Semi-Formal
—Brought to you by Senior Week Spiritual Advisor R. Money and The HOYA—

ACCOR
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Wednesday, December 10

|

at 3PM

Dalghren Chapel
to mark International Human Rights Day

|

CHRISTMAS PARTY |

I

Ba
Bt

a.m.
RR

Ellen Corway,
Kristensen
Hishta
Lombardo
Gerardi
Wilkinson
Wloychak

ad
|FA

A3

Mary
Randi
Kerry
Rick
Mike
Chip
Steve

Saturday,

December

6, 9 PM
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| Kudos to the Process

' was formulated in a matter of days, and if expenses matched revenues, it was little more than
a matter of luck.
This year the budgeting process began last
spring, and required requests for increases to

crease.

committees which succeeded, by and large, at
"trimming the ‘‘fat’’ off increases.
Perhaps the greatest improvement
from
Houston’s early days, however, was best expressed in Main Campus Finance Committee
(MCFC) Chairman Joe Petit’s phrase, ‘‘an
understanding of our limitations.’’
‘The University learned that it could not have

J

RUNNING A LITTLE SLOW

Perhaps the best illustration of how tight this
year’s budget was came during BAC appeals.
Various vice-presidents who could not stand idly .
by while their budgets were slashed showed up
to beg for a restoration of their increases.
Although we weren’t there, one can easily
speculate on how these appeals were presented.
Vice-President for Student Affairs William Stott
told the BAC that unless he received the money

finan-

cial aid, and a capital campaign...and still have
students willing to pay the tuition all this might
require.

he needed, the basketball program ultimately

As Petit said, it has been a sobering year.
. Faced with over $3 million in what each

)

would suffer. Similar predictions came from the
other VPs.

department considered it needed, the MCFC,
its subcommittees, and the Budget Advisory

Ultimately, however, the BAC gritted its .
teeth, and decided to grant only $150,000 of the :

succeeded in reducing that to not

With this issue, the HOYA

million dollars that were requested.

over $1 million.

Athletics was finally given a firm budgetary

Not

bad.

So

even

if a $800

tuition

hike

We would like to wish all of our
readers and advertisers a happy and

Neither Rain .
So far this semester we have received fourteen
invitations after the date of the event, thirtythree bills which were postmarked in July since
October, and we can’t seem to convince one of
our creditors that the check was in fact in the
mail three weeks ago.
~ Hoya Station 1s obviously not living up to the
motto: ‘‘Neither rain, snow, sleet nor

hail or gloom of night shall stay these couriers

con-

cludes publication for the fall semester.

is’

nothing to be happy about, look on the bright
side: it could have been $1000.

message that it should re-examine its entire program. Pleas for restoring the requested increase
| were heard at each step: by the MCFC, by the

postman’s

”

HOYA STATION MUST BE

Virtually no one got everything they wanted
or even needed.
Given all of these considerations, it is almost
surprising that the tuition increase is only $800.

make their ways through a maze of advisory

much

R
o

|

ats

When University Treasurer George Houston

Committee

/ avi):

put in its own recommendation for what it was |
worth.
~ Every time Athletics was turned down. The
process had stood up to the pressure. It worked.
Similar sacrifices were made by Computer
Systems who only got $34,000 of the $600,000
they requested.
J
Staff employees had to settle for a smaller in-

J first occupied his present position, the budget

track, computers,

again when its decision was

-~

Do we hear two? One?
The HOYA does offer three cheers--for the
process.
:

a first rate basketball,

by the BAC

appealed, and by the Student Government who

healthy Holiday Season. We look

forward to serving you when we resume
|
publication in January.

arrived with a few pieces of mail to find the box
stuffed—packed to the overflowing brim—with
mail.
It wasn’t just any mail. It was mail with GU’s
return address. Official University mail. Well,

we said to ourselves. Well, well.

—The Board of Editors

:

We are much reassured by the fact that Administrative Services has the report of its consultant on mailing services and sincerely hope that

between that and the work of the Emergency

from their appointed rounds.’’ Well, it may not
be the weather, but something is stopping them

Postal Affairs Task Force, Hoya Station can
become the competent carrier of the mails that it
should be.
We are not reassured by the statements of administrators that change can only come with
time, or by the failure of Administrative Services
a consistently bumbling post office. We know of
to show the consultant’s report to the Task
our own frustration and of the anger of inForce.
dividual students, and can’t help but wonder
In the meantime we would like to suggest that
“how Georgetown: University is getting its
the
postmaster in charge of the 20007 zone
business done.
authorize
the installation of three more mail
That is, we wondered until a few days ago.
boxes next to the one that already stands on 37th
We thought we were being very tricky. Just
outside the gates on 37the street is a mailbox . Street, and perhaps assign two more broadshouldered postmen to pick it up.
which lies in the 20007 zip code zone—not, to
After all, the University has a lot of mail.
our knowledge, serviced by Hoya Station. We
at GU.
The sheepish apologies forthcoming from
Hoya Station’s postmaster are hardly enough to
mitigate the frustration of forced dependence on

|China Syndrome II
One of the chief aims of student journalism to
raise questions and encourage discussion on
matters which should be of concern’ to the

University Community.

When the HOYA has

an opportunity to publish a story which strives

towards these ends, it does so proudly.
Such a story ran in the last issue of this paper.

Headlined,‘‘Is

Georgetown

Sinking?’’,

it at-

Scarborough stated that Harbin building stands
on two concrete supports called caissons. That
‘“fact’”” was given to a HOYA reporter by Architect Price. The HOYA appologizes to Scarborough for the mistake, and if Price was in error (or if he was misunderstood by our reporter),
we hope the caisson matter can now be layed to

rest.

i

tempted to raise questions about the type and
quality of construction being done on the un-

For whether it is one or ten or one hundred
cement poles the building stands on, the ques-

satisfactory landfill that covers much of the campus.

tion remains: Is it enough? or, more specifically,

Additionally, the story attempted to raise
questions surrounding the amount and type of

testing that goes on before, during, and after
| construction. The story never alleged that the
University failed to comply with the law or with
minimum standards in this regard; it simply in-

quired as to whether the geological make-up of
| the campus grounds might neccessitate sensible
testing beyond what is normally prescribed and
beyond what is currently being done.

The HOYA fullfilled its major objectives.

In

less than a week, the Voice, apparently interested
in the story, decided to lay to rest an old campus

rumor: Harbin building is tilting.
raised

the

question

as well

The HOYA

in its story--

in a

quote from University Architect Dean Price that
flatly rejected any suggestions that this type of

.. problem existed. Therefore, to suggest as some
have that the HOYA participated in the rumor-

Voice

that

source.””

he

He

was

the

HOYA’s
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possible.

Ben

:

unat-

that

Manager

Tamar Pachter, Editor-In-Chief
Geoff R. Di Rito, Managing Editor

tributed quotes in our story were not spoken by
him, the HOYA has ‘obviously’ resulted to inaccuracy and hyperbole.
The fact is that Spoon was only one of three
sources used without attribution in the story.
Had either Dr. Spoon or the Voice contacted the

sources on such matters.

——

Board of Editors

‘reliable

asserts that since many

mongering is baseless.
Several other items in the Voice story deserve a
response. Among them:
* The HOYA stands corrected in publishing

Construction

hh

what has been done to insure that it is enough?
* Professor Donald Spoon ‘‘reveals’’ in the

The HOYA stands by its story. Before printing the piece University officials, a construction
expert, several professors, an ecologist, a
biologist, a geologist, and a physicist were all
consulted. What was published was a synthesis
of their views, represented as accurately as

University
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Three cheers for an $800 tuition increase.
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opinion

of aesthetic appeal;

discofied Seventies. Consequently, the

way ‘‘the other half lives.’’ So hang up
your wool blazers and Calvin Klein
jeans and imagine, if you would,

Village ‘A’ in 1995:

the ‘Suzy

great societal insight exhibited by the
Administration in its planning for the
future with regard to the complex.
With projected enrollment decreasing
sharply over the next ten years, the
University’s planners have provided

themselves the future option of leasing

ae
5

the apartments to private citizens if
student demand does indeed decline.
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Blass

buildings.

A rather obese lady in a

mother’s

admonition

fect, it was planned to become a tenement. They're not pulling the wool
over anybody’s eyes around here; we

know

the

tidal

nature

of

society’s

fashions--what’s in now goes out
later, and is bound to come back far:

ther in the future. And GU has built
itself the quintessentially perfect board
with which to ride the incoming
societal surf of the late 1980’s and
1990’s--the tidal wave of tenement
. chic. We

saw a mild outbreak of the

return’ of this long-overdue stylistic
shift in the late 1960’s with the fairly
grimly hippy subculture of previously
run-down areas such as Greenwich
Village and Haight-Ashbury. Yet, this
was
merely
a
mild
blemish
foreshadowing
the
acne
vulgaris
bound
to erupt on the face of
American society.
Tenement Chic (a return to the style

of many of our forefathers) will be the

“lifestyle” of the future. Of course,

jauntily

universal

and

displaying

monodigital

Spam

and

topped

off

Velveta
the

over

passing

It must be stressed that these affairs are attended only by the best
people- the scions of the now unshaven,
undeodorized
(formerly
pseudoaristocratic) elite. Gone are
the role-models of the Rockefellers,
the Kennedys,
and
the Astors-replaced
by
the
Kowalskis,
the

of

Bunkers,

and the Corleones.

Quarts

seated
at the grease-spotted
formica table and declaims ‘‘that boy
of yours, Rodney, is just frop vogue

for

,G.U.

his

stained

Dior

age--he’s

bowling

only

seven,

shirt

and

already he’s mastered the art of
social
repartee.”’
Rodney
answers
with a loud belch, and they both
laugh hysterically.
Meanwhile,
down
on
Prospect
Street, a group of soiled urchins is
playing stickball, using a -fenderless
’69 Chevy Impala, sitting on cinderblocks,
as home base. Allister, the
largest of the young toughs, steps
foreward and proceeds to use his
Head
fiberglass-graphite
composite

stick to sock

the umpire,

then the

107. ‘The toughs break for the roofs
in pure panic as
cupants,
attired

one
in

of the octhe - latest

Missoni‘‘immigrant-look’’
bathrobe,

appears,

wielding

can wheedle out of it tenants

for the nouveau-chic
accomodations).
Village ‘A’, now-renamed ‘‘Flat-bush
On
the Potomac‘,
is, of
course, the center of tenement chic
in the capital; in fact, it is considered by some the best example of
the ‘“‘new urban decay” this side of
Baltimore. One could best describe
its appearance as a cross between
1945 Berlin and Poulton Hall: a
burnt-out (in the figurative sense)
shell of a structure that is still in
heavy use.
:
Known for its yearly outdoor production of ‘“Westside Story’ using
zip guns
and
real switchblades,
FLOP(as it is affectionately known)
is home to such notables as: Farnsworth Brown (mischievous brother
of newly-elected President Edmund

ball,
which
crashes
through
the
already-fragmented
window
of W

a

7

Thunderbird,

of icey beer in glass bottles have
replaced grams of cocaine in silver
spoons as the opiate of the elite
‘‘masses.”’ (Of course, the real poor
people
still live,
as ‘always,
in
Southeast D.C.--they aren’t able to
afford the astronomical rents that

suitably

Ig

gutteral

by

of several bottles of
Ripple, and Muscatel.

the

symbol

of

Wonder,

by cocking his

discontent and screaming ‘Eh, Ma-check this!”
:
Roderick’s mother turns to her
newly
beer-bellied
spouse
in his

‘A’ lies--it is the perfect example of the
utility of planned obsolescence; in ef-

repasts

polka-dat Piccone synethetic blouse
leans out of a third floor window and
‘screams down to her ragamuffin offspring
rumaging
in
the
litter,
below.‘ ‘Roderick, must I tell you each”
day not to pick at the neighbor’s tossings?
Their rubbish
is frightfully
declasse.””> Whereupon
the raffish,
dirty-nosed squirt responds to his

ments, the complex will become a tenement before its useful life as a student

G.,

of

Jr.),

the

the

8

reclusive

quaint

grande

‘‘disco’’

dame

movement,

Donna
Summer, Jacqueline
Kennedy
Onassis
Tikkoo
Pahlavi
Rothschild, Paloma Piccasso, Bette
Midler,
Iranian exile Abdulhassan
Bani-Sadr,
David
Halberstam,
Bianca
Jagger
Pavaroti,
ex-brat
Amy Carter, aging hedonist Hugh
Hefner,
and
Georgetown’s
own

boyish ex-Dean of the Foreign Service School and new Secretary of
the Suntans and Solar Resources,

/ Ken

and more time lovin’ you.
a

-Cole Porter

“‘Yeeesh.”

Such is the reaction to philosophy:
these days. And no wonder; it’s boring, it’s ‘just theory’. it’s not as interesting as you thought, and it’s not
easy. So it’s not hard to figure out why

people aren’t flocking to philosophy
classes at our nation’s universities.
God knows we at Georgetown have
better things to do with that time eaten
up by required courses in the ‘love of
wisdom’. Sit in the Pub, for instance.
Or Pierce.

This is quite a fall for the erstwhile

First Science. It’s hard to believe a guy
“once got put to death for just asking
questions; must have been pretty good
questions. With everyone so interested
these days in Love, and Doing the

Right Thing, you’d think that folks
would be looking into something that

claims some authority in these areas.
But instead, you see long lines outside
est centers, and old women peruse the
astrology columns instead of Plato.
Characters like Jerry Falwell and Jane
Fonda
get
to
make
perfectly
outrageous

statements

that

make

no

sense at all, and no one asks them in
public to explain how they can think
this way. All in all, philosophers and
philosophy are out of vogue and out of
site. Or, more succinctly: can’t you
think of about five hundred things
you’d want a blind date to be instead
of a philosopher?
Used to be philosophers were people
you’d like to spend time with; after all,
here was someone who walked around
kicking people in the butts, trying to

make them think. A few of these,
especially a couple of Greeks, did it
with some style. Socrates, of course.
But consider also Thales, who, know-

ing things about the world others did
not, once cornered the market on oil
presses in the off-season, then raked in
the bucks when--surprise--an especially good harvest occurs that fall. Thales
is not lucky; he is smart. There’s a connexion between the sky and the crops
our friend finds out, and he acts accordingly. Thales later would smile and
say that ‘‘philosophers could make a

lot of money if we wanted to, but we’d
rather think instead.’’ It sounds funny

to hear thinking
money. But
said that he
tivity more
and he’d be

put above

making

another philosopher once
could think of only one acinteresting than thinking;
damned if he was going to

let his bishopric

get in the way

of

either.

With the need for a few sane voices
so obvious these days, one would imagine someone with some panache has

started walking around asking impertinent questions. Everywhere you look.
there are moral problems*that no one
will think about, just deliver their party line on. Abortion. Busing. Cam-

bodia.

Depletion
Ca

of

our

five

iron

and

Precious.

Natural Resources. The din you hear
in America today is individuals and
organizations trying to shout down the
opposition, both sides yelling with
their hands over their ears. But when
our philosophers should be out there,
trying to bring into focus at least one
argument, they are instead sequestered
away, delivering nine fifty-minute lectures ‘a week to roomfuls of sleepy
eyed college kids who don’t give a
damn.
Wait. I’m wrong here; and I’m also
not being fair. The meaning of a word
- can and does change drastically over
time.
For
instance,
the
name
‘philosopher’ ‘has in recent centuries found itself attached to people more’
properly
termed
‘professors
of

philosophy’.

What is the difference?

Think of critics vs. creators, political
scientists vs. politicans, historians vs.
heroes. There’s nothing wrong with
the first, but the second are a hell of a
lot more interesting. And more impor. tant. Likewise in the case of professors
of philosophy and philosophers proper. A person can be both, of course.
But we seem to assume all of the
former qualify to be the latter. This is

not so.
There
are philosophers
in our
schools, but they are undercover in
many cases, often in the history or
theology departments, or elsewhere.

There is always plenty of hemlock to
go around for brave souls who are
stupid enough to rock the boat openly.
And its bad enough'to be beholden to
a buch of clerks who call themselves
‘administrators’, but to constantly
battle them takes up valuble time. So
you get people doing it the sly, out of a
conviction that universities are still
good places to try and teach wisdom.
Outside
the official educational
system are people like Woody Allen,
asking good questions in an evocative
manner. But Allen is almost alone in
American art, and even he still sees
himself as a movie maker; Allen knows

complete faith that seeds of wisdom
will find fertile soil in Healy 106 at
10:16
Tuesday
morning.
Doesn’t
anybody know the best time for
philosophy is late at night, with some
beer and pretzels and a table to sit
around.
Let us hope there is an
underground of thinkers out there,
ready to spring up when needed.
Why? Because people are finding
they don’t have a coherent set of

values: to

live

by.

People

without

coherent values often give their lives to
some cut-rate ideology, and then are
suprised that evil action results from a
shoddy set of convictions. Evil action
can be anything from building Village
A to building Auschwitz; evil comes in
different octanes. Think about it.
Wouldn’t you be a lot more comfor-

foresight

of

5
of fashion
questioned

Georgetown’s

always

avant-garde
Administration
and
prove that the University was in-

deed

judiciously

planning

ahead

when it erected what is now generally
regarded
as
a
shabbilyconstructed eyesore. With the inevitable advent of femement chic to
the
social
forefront,
simply
‘“‘everybody”’ of breeding and taste

I am a fanatic radio listener. Some

people

walk

into

their

rooms

and

automatically spin a Who album on
their stereo. Some turn on the TV or
turn their radios to OK 100 or Q 107

for disco or rock. Perhaps I should
qualify my opening statement. I am a
fanatic news-radio listener. I have my
radio dial firmly set on AM-98, WRC
News-Talk.
I don’t know what it is in my
psychological make-up (maybe I’m
oral-regressive) that I need to hear
news all the time, but at least I know
that I am not alone. There are plenty
of closet news-radio fanatics out there.

You might rejoin with knowing im-

patience that. of course he would have
radio. He is a reporter and is obliged
to keep up.

of time and trouble.
Can it also heal people?
I would
think this is asking a bit too much.
There is always that ultimate counterclaim made by the Christians. in the
who’s-better-Socrates-or-Jesus debate;
that is, that the Nazarene touched our
hearts as well as our minds. Now even
if you don’t buy the Christian story,
they have a point. People are hungry
for
‘more
than
clear
thinking.
Philosophy very early on separated
itself from the ‘dark beast’ of passion.
Perhaps it is time to think that decision
over again. The new philosophers will
+have to realize that there is a lot of

wisdom

that just isn’t found in the

parlor

or

the

tery powered in case of an electrical
failure.
:

temple.

Or

classroom, for that matter.

the

But
please,
save
us
from
the
philosophical equivalent of Carl Sagan
table if someone was making it his
or Werner. Erhard.
Enlightenment
business
to
help
those
clowns
downtown question their assumptions ° should not be delivered in a turtle-neck
. shirt--nor should you charge folks 250
once in a while? One question, properbucks to here ‘‘it’’. Half the trick is
ly asked and pursued, could have
style. I mean,how long would you
_allowed us to avoid that mess in Viet
listen to a guy in a polyester leisure-suit
Nam.
As you remember, we had to
telling you about the Good, the True,
have a series of very bloody discusand the Beautiful?
:
sions ‘in the streets about the matter.
Yeeesh.
Philosophy could have saved us a lot

But what you don’t know is that Mr.
Gwertzman

is

not

just

news. He is also, as am

listening

to

I, listening to

commentary, a great deal of which has

Palace ‘intrigues never
much interest outside of
good

reason.

The

School

generate
court-for

its people to spend so much time trying

of Foreign

career. It’s a great idea. Something
like unleashing hordes of Renaissance
men and women into the ‘‘real world”’
everyone
talks
about.
Different
- strokes for different folks.
Then along comes the IBD Roadshow, selling the Magic Snake Oil
guaranteed to ‘‘get you a job,” no

Service has its own modest morality

play.

brewing,

which

by all

rights

should not be worth the much

to

anyone but the Walsh lobby regulars.
Within the SFS only one program

has its own recruitment brochure-IBD.
International

Business

Diplomacy

presents itself as some sort of honors

to turn hobbies into some kind of a

matter how

grim the recession gets.

“1. Ben Duped
program,

soliders

many students find it has little honor
at all. IBD would have one believe that

Why doesn’t a least one American city
have a Socrates wandering its plazas
and bus depots, accosting those on the
way to prosecute their fathers? Of

course you’d

have to be interesting

enough to hold an audience, and smart
enough to pursue some good lines of
inquiry. But is there no one this

dedicated, this noble, this romantic?
Is there no one this foolish?
Maybe I’m getting panicky. Maybe
the
talents
pf
the
amateur

philosopherswill suffice in our efforts
to solve the several
questions befgre
questions like ‘“Is
nable?”’, or “How

go?”

But

great philosophical
Western Culture,
nuclear war winfar should I let him

somehow

have

less than

and

the

vermin,
leaks,
falty heating and
cooling, and cracking plaster of the
newfound mecca. I feel confident it
will be the event of the season, so to
speak, for many seasons to come.
Finally, to echo the rallying cry of
FLOP’sfuture: inhabitants,
‘‘Praise
the
Lord,
and
pass
the
roach
motels!”
:

~Payl R. Sutphin

relations which will inform both local
and national news media that they are
here, here on our very own Hilltop.

In spite of my distate for conservative politics and policies I am proud
to be part of an institution from which
the president-elect is choosing many of
his advisors. I look forward to
graduating from a school whose President’s
writings
are
regularly

represented in the Outlook section of
the Washington Post.
While the success of the basketball

and

team may vary from season to season,
the influence of knowledge and exper-

success of the basketball season, you

tise in a field rarely fades. If you think
that Harvard got to be a household
name because of the success of its

loathe

to

trust

the

growth

«dissemination of GU’s prestige to the
will be pleased to know that GU is all
over the airwaves.
>
Just yesterday morning I listened to
Professor Jan Karski discuss the cur-

rent events in Poland while curling my
hair. On Monday I heard another GU
Professor of Government discuss the

Soviet point

of view on the Polish

crisis with my coffee. I have heard the
commentary
of Professor
Harris
(Department of Economics) a number

ONLY WAY OUT. The SFS program
isn’t B-school,
nor is MSFS
an
acronym for MBA. The students who
enter either program aren’t interested
in B-school; in fact, they should not be

in the School of Foreign Service if a
business degree is what they really’
want. So why does IBD seek to turn
would-be
Renaissance
people
into
single purpose drones?
The suggestion here is simple: IBD
might very well be preparing people
for jobs they will be bored to bitter
tears with after a year’s glamor wears
off. This is an honors program? Is it
an honor to be conned into a concen-

;
Descartes?

condos

to battle

football team, think again.

And if you want to feel some real

pride in your alma mater, switch on
the radio. You will quickly learn the
more personal joys of Washington’s
news-talk station.
Tamar

Pachter

(SFS

81)

is

the

Editor-in-Chief of the HOYA

I-B-D-—Is There DisgraceIn Honor ?

So what then has happened to the
crazy wanderers like Nietzsche, or the

like

rowhouses

quency, coming out of the mouths of
GU professors.
My point is that if you, like I, are

School of Foreign Service education?
One should anticipate the smug as
well as those who might be called the
True Believers. These people are convinced IBD is something more than a
clever bit of shaking and moving by a
shrewd climber. There’s no point in

fortune

Street”

their frightful-

Park

been and is with ever increasing fre-

tration which offers the antithesis of a

of

‘O’

Cleveland

“If you think that Harvard got to be a household name because of the success of its football
team, think again.’’

And people are still primarily entertained rather than provoked by his

:

ly dated

Two years ago I had the unusual
of times. And so, I’ll bet, has Bernard
luck of living next door to Bernard
Gwertzman and many other influential
Gwertzman (chief State Department
people in Washington. Now that’s a
correspondent
for the New
York
good reason to take pride in your
Times). As luck would have it, Mr.
school.
:
Gwertzman and his wife have two
We all know that GU is so near and
young sons who occasionally needed a - yet so far from the kind of (Ivy
sitter, and I was only too happy to
League-like) prestige that it seeks.
oblige. (After all, it never hurts to have
Georgetown will get it, and it will getit
friends in high places.)
the same way the Ivies got it: with the
My first night on the job I was haprecognition that it can deliver strong
pily surprised to find that Mr. Gwertacademic personnel who are experts in
zman shared my fetish. He has a radio
their fields. Nor should we neglect the
in every room, three of which are batimportance of a strong office of public

he couldn’t get by on his ideas alone.
‘work.

will be abandonning

‘Georgetown On the Radio

Knisely

I wanna spend less time thinkin’,

““Philosophy.’’

dangerous-looking

Peter Krogh.
Time and the whims
will vindicate the now

Panning Out / by Tamar Pachter
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Under Duress
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and

head

housing facility ends. But it is precisely

I

Pucci

sleeveless
tee-shirts,
polyester
housecoats, and supp-hose flutter merrily in the light breeze, suspended from
the wire strung between ‘H’ and ‘J’

Some have maintained that due to
the awful workmanship in the apart-

“here that the subtle genius of Village

SB oi

colored

latest

epithets.
The tenement is swarming with
pigeons
and
bees,
who
feast
voraciously from the piles of offal
tossed out of the windows of the
higher stories. The usual spree of
casual
midafternoon
luncheons
featuring such chic entrees as ‘‘sammiches’’ (covered with a delectable
pate of mayo and relish) takes place,
the neighbors in continual circula‘tion to see who is presenting the
most proletarian fare. These midday delights have been known to
last
into sumptuous
twilight

change will never be complete, but it
will have a fundamental impact on the

Gaily

the

IBD

though

Master’s

there’s gold

recent

reviews

courses
in them

have

of

shown

there hills for

those who learn Dr. Moran’s Nine
Magic Words. I think there are serious
conceptual problem with IBD. I also
think there’s boredom in them there
jobs IBD would like to ‘“‘honor’’ SFS

grads with.

:

The student body of SFS and MSFS,
is a diverse group, more resonant .in
“odd skills than other.concentrations—
Jack-of-all-trades types. They are the

kind of students who should seek work
demanding

cultural

a full scope

and

of language,

analytical

skills.

Presumably, that is why they are in the

School of Foreign Service. That is why
the School of Foreign Service requires

4

TL

have been reared in the designer-chic

Homemaker’’ quality of many of the
apartment’s
kitchens;
and
the
unusually dangerous design of the external stairway system--not to mention
the fact it is practically a year and half
behind schedule for completion. What
is never mentioned, however, is the

ft

muttering

those adopting this fashion trend will

\

lack

Lives !

{
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Tenement Chic—Flatbush
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Needless To Say / Paul R. Sutphin

Village ‘A’, the cleverly named, stilluncompleted, housing complex that
graces the southern end of our campus, has in the past drawn much
criticism from many segments of the
University community.
People are
continually harping on the poor quality of the construction; the structure’s
grotesque architecture and general
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There might be something in the promise of a ‘‘more marketable’’ resume.
There may be something in the other

promises—but

read

the

fine

print

" under Ingredients.
A casual observer sees that Instructor’s Permission is used to create a
mystique of the Elite. Have you ever

trying to tell them that the Emperor’s
Chivas is brewed in his bathtub,
though I hope they don’t take it too
hard when the Revenooers finally get

‘heard of anyone who has been turned

around to smashing the still. They will

‘down for a spot in an IBD course after
licking the right boots? Better yet,
have you heard of anyone who was
turned down for an IBD course and
felt like they missed anything? Is there
any other program at Georgetown re-

probably have the presence of mind to
wag their head and confirm that the
elixir never had them fooled for a second.

quiring such pointless scrutiny?

materials for Foreign Service Officers?

IBD

has thrown a scare into the SFS and
MSFS programs. Sure the economy
isn’t smiling down on the generalists,
but IBD tries to confuse job-seekers,

into believing that BUSINESS

is the

Where

are

the

sexy

recruiting

How
about a special program in
Security
Studies?
What
about
Development?
Why is it that the

School of Foreign Service has
developed the variation on the old

‘theme, ‘“Those who can, IBD; Those
who can’t, Something Else; Those who

can’t Something

Else, State Depart-

ment.”” There’s no reason to believe
that an SFS diploma without the IBD
seal of approval is grounds for banishment. In fact, a Generalist who has the
guts to face up to IBD and say, “I’m
quite happy without your approval,”
will find two things. First, the IBDers
will draw their wagons into a tight
circle-you’ll be out in the cold. Se-

cond, you’ll find that a lot of heads-up
people are out in the cold along with
you. :
Read the IBD. recruitment pam| phlet. I should then like to hear from
the True Believers, particularly one

who was in on the critique session a
couple of weeks ago where the Director was accused by several students of
deliberately misleading prospective

IBDers. Is IBD consistent with the
greater goals of the SFS or MSFS programs? I obviously doubt it.
I have asked to have my true identity
withheld. If George Kennan could do
it in Foreign Affairs 1 figure the
HOYA can operate likewise. A palace
intrigue should have the trappings of
conspiracy, revenge, and virtue, mixed
with a large scoop of ‘‘inside’’ infor-

mation. I also have little incentive to
be smooth-shaven,

dressed in burlap

and driven through the automatic door
by the IBD goon squad. Yet I am willing to meet you in New South by the
juice machines where I'll tell you the

Nine Magic IBD Buzz Words. It will
save you

way.

from

finding

out the hard

:

Name Witheld by Request : :

Nf
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Here Come The Twelve
Lauinger
Days of ...... Finals???
though,

mid-terms, putting these three weeks

budge the zipper on the bag an inch!
And here I sit on Monday afternoon

in Pierce, watching plaid skirts, oxford
shirts, and whale belts pass by. Buckle

ing break, that I would be studying on

down, kiddo, it’s time to hit the
books. The pressure is on. We’re talking finals now. Students here aren’t

the seven hour ride home, as well as

thinking

far

out

of

my

mind.

I

convinced

myself, while packing for Thanksgiv-

of

the

twelve

days

of

during any free time that I had once

Christmas; they’re thinking of twelve

there.

treacherous and intense days of finals,
G.U. style (Ho, ho, ho!)
The common concensus that I’ve
picked up is that I’m not alone in my

My
loaded
along
least I

green Jansport knapsack was
into the car last Wednesday,
with my other luggage. But at
opened my suitcase: my knap-

sack was left untouched. All weekend
long, it sat in the same spot in my living room, collecting dust. In fact, I so

neglected it that I almost forgot to take
it back with me on Sunday. As I rushed back into the house to get it, Mom
commented, ‘‘Ann, I didn’t know that
was yours; I saw it sitting there in the
living room...”’ ‘I know, I know,”’ I
interrupted, ‘It’s my token piece of
luggage!”’
I have to admit, I did feel guilty

allowing my tuition dollars to remain
unproductive in that bag over a span
of five days. But the food, the company, and especially the relaxation was
so enjoyable, that I was constantly
rationalizing--‘‘When I get back...
Yes, admittedly, school was far from
my thoughts.
The sad thing was that even though
we were stuck on the marvelous Joisey
(sorry, Jersey) Pike for five hours,
even though the green Jansport was

worries; a good majority of my fellow
undergrads will be facing massive
quantities of work in this semester’s
homestretch.
While
talking
with
friends, I realized that many knapsacks like my green Jansport, were
grossly neglected over Thanksgiving!
What ever happened to my goody-twoshoes freshman year, when I used to be
ahead in my schoolwork? Nonsense,

them shut up in Lauinger, the University is turning these unfortunates into

look through the carrels on the second
and fourth floors. You will see

souls are forced to remain in Lauinger

viously afraid to leave their posessions
unguarded for too long, these poor
even on Friday and Saturday nights.
Each weekend they can be seen sadly

slouching over their books, back packs
on the floor, shoes thrown under a
table or into a corner, -their every
posession laying strewn about the

in. More unfortunate students will be
found slumping over hard wooden
desks.
Not only are these students forced to
sleep in the library, many of them
must keep all their posessions there.
Carrels are stacked with books and

small piece of space they have claimed.
Who could not have pity on such
creatures? Even if they faced the inconvenience of gathering up their
every posession to trek over to the pub
or a party, there is always the unthinkable danger of losing their carrel
or table.
These people can and should be
helped. Some have spent too much
time in the library to ever again
become functional human beings.

bags, obviously left there by students

But others can be saved before it’s

°

too late. If you see the same person sit-

we don’t all get burned.

the
Room

same
day

place

in

Pierce

after

day,

week

after week, this should be a sign to you
that

this person

needs

help.

You

belong to a Catholic university. It is
your duty to go over and drag this per-

any of the give-away symptoms that
Lauinger refugees experience (glazed
eyes, colorless faces, inability to speak,
prolonged staring) grab the poor soul
by the collar and bring him or her
home with you for a night. You might

reco roamin’
“by john greco
son into the fresh air. Let him feel the
sunlight on his face. Force him to talk

to someone.
If the University can’t help these
people by providing decent housing,
then their fellow students must. Before
starting home from Lauinger after a
casual evening of studying, indiscretely
leave directions to the pub on the table
where you were sitting. If you notice

have reached the poor slob in time and
can do wonders by simply dropping by
the pub or the Tombs. If this doesn’t
gain a response, slap him around a bit.
Rejuvinate his senses.
We all have an obligation to look
out for these unfortunate shut-ins.
And with the thought of finals creeping up, don’t hesitate to look out for
yourself.
Z

:

remember,

no

knapsacks

at

Christmas!
Ann Misiaszek

E

I Democrats Look At Bright Side
Democrats have often been known
to look on the bright side of things.

When the hostage rescue mission failed, they were thankful that it failed in
the dessert rather than in Teheran.
In the recent past they have been
able to console themselves following
the election of a Republican President

“with the knowledge that ‘at least the

-~

1313 36TH STREET

legislature i is Democratic.”
Deprived even of this consolation in
the recent elections, the Democrats
have been searching for ‘‘the bright
side’’ of this, their latest defeat.
A recent dinner given by University
President Tim Healy, S.J. attended oy
political actors and analysts from the
Washington
community
offered
a

RESUMES
CONSULTATION
2-4 pm,

SEBNGS ANB BANCING
CEME ANB
doin THE CELEBRATION
ul]

in

Reading

Good luck, Stay cool, and don’t
become
a zombie.
Rendezvous in
Pierce--bring the munchies, and don’t
forget your alarm clocks. We’ll get
through it O.K. Keep the faith, and

T& BE CELEBRATEB

pe

ting

pub-goers, and backpack neglectors,
unite! We're all in hot water together.
The flame of finals is rapidly approaching. Let’s hope and pray that

UESBAY: | BECEMBER 8 TH, 6: 36PM
AT JSA HOUSE

BE
3]

By keeping

boring, bland, sub-human beings. Ob-

countless students snoring away. Some
° will have been lucky enough to have
found a nice armchair to snuggle up

‘who have gone to class or dinner. How
can we selfishly think of the inconvenience this causes us when we can
hardly imagine the plight of the poor
refugee who was forced to leave them
there?
I can hardly help but think that the
University owes something more to

students.

there’s no fun in being good!
So all-you procrastinators, partiers,

LAST DAY OF
HANUKAH
8

these homeless

2

HOURS:

Tues. & Thur.

and
1-5 pm, Sat. & Sun.

ADDRESS: _
Copley Basement
PHONE:
625-4511

GRAPHICS

a

2] mpse of this search. The political accrs included a representative of the
Carter White House (Anne Wexler),
the Reagan administration (GU Professor
of
Government,
Jeanne
Kirkpatrick), the Senate (Senator Paul
songas), and the House (Represen.. ive Thomas Foley). The "political
analysts included Publisher Donald
Graham of the Post, Ed Yoder of the
Star, Martin Tolchin of the New York
Times, Bruce Morton of
3S News,
syndicated columnist Jack Germond,
and others. This group was composed
largely of staunch Democrats.
The first attempt
at putting a
positive construction on the November
4 elections involved interpreting the
voter’s message. The interpretations
were as varied as the political views of
. the dinner guests.
The election was a rejection, some
.argued, of Carter personally. The people saw him as a weak ruler.
No, argued others, it was a rejection
of his vacilating,
semi-pacifist,
neoisolationist foreign and national
security policies.
NO, no, shot back still another faction, it was a rejection of his economic
policies or the lack of them which
. manifested themselves in the ‘‘misery’’

Are you se lling your textbooks this term? |
‘The best prices are DOWNTOWN at:

index he himself had run against.
Yet, despite these varied interpretations there was an eler
a of agreement: voters were i.uf
zjecting the
Democratic Party. .....cfore, there is
still hope to regain the affections of
the American people.
:
The search for ‘‘the bright side,”
however,
did not end there. The
Democrats fovnd an optimistic ‘‘ray °
27 hope’39 even wichin the pessimism
with which they regard the coming
four years.
Maybe Reagan will blow it.
This was the paradoxical ‘Oh, I
can’t wait ’till the world falls apart’’
attitude in which the Democrats at this
dinner found refuge. These people
were not just Democrats for whom a
world-falling-apart under Republican
rule would offer salvation, but many
were also journalists for whom any
world-falling apart would make a good
story.

There was a positive element in this
discussion. In fact, Healy’s whole emphasis in initiating it had been to get a
clearer view of what the Democrats

should do in the future.

:

“The only thing we should have
learned,” exhorted one dinner guest,
‘‘was to listen to the people.”
In order to follow that mandate
--with which no one would argue -- one
must,
of course,
know
what the
American people are saying. That
brings
us
back
to the original
dilemma
of
whether
it
was
economics, or national security, or
the President that the voters were
‘voting against.
Probably it was all three.
Whatever the reasons, the dinner
guests representing a cross-section of
Washington’s Democratic community
agreed that the Democrats have lost
and now must endure at least a couple
years of Republican rule -- and hope
for the worst.
Len Shoppa

Having

A PARTY ?

=)

929 E Street N.W.

Corner of E and 10th Streets
Across from the

FBI Bldg.

=

Phone 638-0466
STORE

HOURS

Mon.- Thurs.9-7

Fri.9-5

Sat.10-5

Now is the best time of year to sell them for cash!
Remember: it doesn't matter where you used the textbooks—if they
are current and there is a demand for them — WE'LL BUY THEM!

Need help with finals? We have the largest selection
of review materials in the D.C. area.

easy

to

7 ounce bottle

+*NO waste

chill

«cold to bottom]

-

These dreaded three weeks,

will be nothing short of intense. Before
‘Thanksgiving, I was able to relax and
enjoy the end of a month’s worth of

sitting right there in the front seat with
me, yes, even though
I had no
reasonable excuse why I shouldn’t
have studied, I didn’t. I didn’t even

" I know that the University has a

scarcity of on-campus housing, but
this is ridiculous. Some people are being
forced
to sleep in Lauinger
Library. Any night of the week, you
can go into Pierce Reading Room or

2

My God, it’s December. Thanksgiving
is over. We only have three weeks til
we’re home
again
for Christmas..

Fosters Georgetown Refugees

December
5, 1980, The HOYA,

cinema
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at Your Turkey and Watch it Too
For those of you that did not get
your fill of turkey over the recent holiday break, local theatre owners have
generously scheduled offerings to fill
this need (not so generous really; you
have to pay to get in). But to merely
name the fowl culprits (The Apple,
Lovers and Liars, Hangar 18, The Kidnapping of the President, and Arabian
Nghts)
and
deride
them
with
poultrytudinous commentary is not
enough. This aids you for today, but
does nothing to help you in the future.
(You may remember that tired old saying so oft quoted by people looking to
abolish welfare, ‘Buy a man a fish,
feed him for today...”’). Instead, using
the rules set out in the HOYA of
September 13th, we will systematically
dissect these sad flicks so that you too
can diagnose the next outbreak of Bad
Movie syndrome (B.M.s.).
Rule No. 1: Certain titles are tipoffs in
themselves.
- Not one of these titles is a particular
attention grabber. There are not many
apples in The Apple (a dopey futuristic
rock musical tale whose producers
should be sued) and after hearing the
title The Kidnapping of the President,
why bother seeing the movie.
.
Rule No. 2: Beware of musicals that
star non-actors or people who have
proven that they have no acting abili-

"The Nominees, this week, ure:

4.
3

Lovers

and

trabran

of the President

| uary
ALR,

Nighi

i

On
, Dr

wn

nts Ih

ry

«

fe

ora

1. The Apple
2 . Hangar 18
3 = the Kidnapping

7

ty.

The cast of The Apple is only slightly better known than the third string

catcher for the 1935 St. Louis Browns.
This saves on salaries as well as
eliminating the worry of having to
make any Oscar acceptance speeches.
Rule No. 3: Avoid any movies that star

Farrah Fawcett-Whateveritisthisweek,
John Travolta, Olivia Newton-John,
The Village People, or all four at once.
Not applicable-Thank God!
Rule No. 4: Movies put out by
evangelical groups are made by people
who believe in Santa Claus.
The folks at Sunn International who
brought you In Search of Historic

Jesus,
Sasquatch,
The
Wilderness
Family, and In Searach of Noah’s Ark
now present Hangar 18, the true story
of the government
conspiracy to
coverup visits to this planet by aliens in
hokey looking spaceships. Pay special
attention to Robert Vaughn and Darren McGavin doing their own personal
version of ‘‘Take the Money and

Run.”

?

Rule No. 5: Avoid all karate flicks.
Not applicable, but if it wasn’t for
the nudity, explicit sex acts, and X
rating, Arabian Nights by that famous
homosexual,
marxist,
Italian filmmaker, Pier Paolo Passolini, would be
as much fun as a flying dropkick to the

that brought you The Hearse.)
Rule No. 9¢ Foreign films are an acquired taste.
And its corollary: Dubbed films are
always garbage. Lovers and Liars stars
Goldie Hawn and Giancarlo Giannini.
The film is in English and GG is not.
His voice sounds idiotic and as in all
dubbed films the lips never seem to
match the soundtrack (sample: GG’s
mouth moves for five minutes, but all
you hear is ‘No, I don’t think so.”’) -

Rule No. 10: Be wary of non-reviewe
films.
:
Let me put it this way; no publicity
people broke their necks trying to alert
the HOYA about these openings or
notify us about any press screenings.
Queries about press passes were met
with, “Why in God’s name do you
want to review that?”’
You get the general idea. So don’t
go and enjoy.
-Bill Henry

pancreas.
Rule

No.

6: If you

did not like the

book, you will hate the movie.
Trying to make a two-hour movie
on The Arabian Nights is like trying to
cover War and Peace as a half-hour
TV special-it’s only easy if you skip the
nouns, verbs, and adjectives. Arabian
Nights accomplishes this by paying ab-

.solutely no
material.

attention

to the

source

Rule No. 7: If a movie opens at many

theatres, this is known as hit and run
distribution.
Lovers and Liars opened at 20theatres including the ever-popular KB
Studio 3 (also known as the KB Bowling Alley TriLane). Hangar 18 bombed into 24 more. The Apple opened at
only 3, but this means merely that even theatre owners have a maximum gall
level.
Rule No. 8: Be wary of strangesoundding release company names.

They are as follows:
The Apple-Cannon Group Productions
Lovers and Liars-A Levitt-Pickman
Release
5
Hangar
18Sunn
International
Classics (Even though they tried to
hide it in the ads.) The Kidnapping of the PresidentCrown International (From the folks

=

Goldie Hawn

(L) and Giancarlo Giannini deliver wretched

idiotic Lovers and

performances

in the

Liars.

COMING

STATION-BREAK

SOON

TO

FAMILY AMUSEMENT

CENTER

He

Ray Sharkey (R) is I'he ldolmaker,
tricate dance step.

here teaching Caesare (Peter Gallagher) an in-

CAREER CONNECTIONS
~ Resume

The IdoimakerLooks at Music

171 Forms

Typing.

film. While the soundtrack is not total-

In show biz, hype is the name, of the
game.
The Idolmaker, directed by
Taylor Hackford, gives us the story
behind the marketing of Rock & Roll
stars. Hackford has directed his first
feature in such a way that his guiding
hand is all but invisible. He has given
the guidance needed without over doing it.
The stars whose careers are guided
by the Idolmaker are Tommy Dee
(Paul
Land)
and
Caesare
(Peter
Gallagher). These characters are fictitious but their personalities and their
rise are typical of what the audience
has previously seen in the way of rock
and roll stars like Fabian and Frankie
Avalon. The power behind both of
these rock and rollers is Vincent
Vacarri (Ray Sharkey of Willie and
Phil), who along with teen magazine
editor, Brenda Roberts (played by
Holocaust star Tovah Feldshuh), supply the film’s romantic angle. They
have
an
erratic,
yet
satisfying
business/love
relationship.
Tovah’s
portrayal of Brenda is successful and
she avoids the usual stereotypes of
talented women executives. Sharkey,
as Vacarri is equally as good. Nor is
Vacarri
the
usual
Italian
movie
character.
The technical aspects of the picture .
are subtly handled. The extras, set,
cinematography, and effects possess a
realistic, professional look. The music
was the only noticeable part of the

ly 60’s, neither is it contemporary
disco. Unlike many musical films the
plot is somewhat more than dialogue
pasted between numbers. The singing
is part of the story. One of the more
modern aspects of the sountrack was
its smoothness; the 60’s version was
much more primitive.
As a simple rock & roll tale, the
movie succeeds. It has a good (not

wonderful)

Grads and Grads-to-be our Specialty

CAREER

plot, easy to understand

ys

7%

Sn

CONNECTIONS

Open daily 9-6 pm
4853

characters, and competent singing. If
you want to see a movie that tells of
the packaging of rock singers, you will
not be disappointed. Mary Hartigan
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Mass Mailing

Cordell

Ave.

- Evening and Weekend

WATCH FOR THE ARRIVAL OF THE MACHINE WITH
18 SQ. FT. OF FUN & 700 LBS. OF CHALLENGE!
Present this ad for ONE FREE PLAY

3255 M St. NW
Station-Break

Race & Class (Eng.)
Radical America

Radical Science Jour. (Eng.)
Resurgence
Rev. of African Pol. Economy (Eng.)
Rev. of iranian Pol. Economy
Rev. of Radical Pol. Economics

Rural America
Science & Society
Science for the People

Middle East Review
Monthly Rev.: An Indep. Socialist
Mag.

Shelterforce: A Nat. Housing Pub.
Signs: A Jour. of Women in Cul.
& Society

Alternative Sources of Energy

Mother Jones

Social Policy

American Spectator
Appeal to Reason: A Jour. of
Marxist Theory
Asian & African Studies
Berkley Journal of Sociology

Multinational Monitor
NACLA Reports on the Americas
The Nation
National Review
New Age
New Internationalist (Eng.)
New Leader
New Left Review (Eng.)

Socialist Review
Society
Sojourners
Solar Age
Southeast Asia Chronicle
Southern Africa
Southern Exposure
Spare Rib (Eng.)
State & Mind
Telos: A Qtrly. Jour. of Radical
Thought

s

The Black Sociologist

Cineaste

.

Citizen Participation
Columbia Journalism Review
Commentary
Communities: Jour. of Coop. Living

Pacific Research
Peace & Freedom

Ethics

Feminist Issues
. Feminist Review (England)
First World: An !nternational
Jour. of Black Thought
Foreign Affairs
Foreign Policy
Freedom Ways

Gay Insurgent
The Guardian: Indep. Rad. Weekly

Guild Notes
Heresies
Horn of Africa
The Humanist

In These Times

Here comes the elephant!

The Lowenbrau
rrr

The Insurgent Sociologist
International Security
Isis Inter. Bul. (Switz.)
Islamic Revolution

Jour. of Palestine Studies
Jour. of Pol. & Military Soc.
Jour. of Social Reconstruction

Jumpcut: A Rev. of Contemp.
Cinema

It’s imported. It’s got a taste you can’t forget.

Kapitalstate

It’s Elephant Malt Liquor from Carlsberg.

Labor Notes
Latin American Perspectives

The biggest one of all!
Imported by Century Importers, Inc., Baltimore, Maryland.
i

Nutrition Action
Off Our Backs: A Woman's Jour.

Contemporary Marxism
Counterspy

"Environmental Action

SLWAUKEE WS.

Third World (Mexico)

New Statesman (Eng.)
Newsfront International
Not Man Apart

Community Jobs
Conservative Digest

Critical Mass Energy Journal
- Current History: A World Affairs
Journal
Dissent
Dollars & Sense: A Monthly Bul.
of Economic Affairs
Encounter (England)

auen BREWING, CF,

New Political Science
New R
New Roots for the N.E.

Open Road (Canada)
Organizing Notes
Our Generation (Canada)
Outcome (Eng.)

Covert Action Information Bul.
Cricket: The Mag. for Children

Milwaukee, WI. U.S.A.

Public Opinion
Quest: A Feminist Quarterly

Self-Reliance
Africa
Africa News
Africa Report

Black Books Bulletin
Black Scholar

Co

Inc

The Progressive
The Public Eye
Public Interest

Concerns

Bull. of the Atomic Scientists
Bull. ofC
d Asian Schol

by Miller Brewing

of TOFAC,

A Periodical
Update of
Common

Clergy & Laity Concerned Report
Capital & Class (England)
Caribbean Contact (Barbados, W.1.)

o 1978 Brewed

is a trademark

Redeemable in play only We reserve the right to limit the number of
coupons redeemed per person « 1979 TOFAC, Inc

Class

70zCUB

on any game

Appointments Available

Z

Invite a Touch
of

656-2107
Bethesda

Line of March
Marxist Perspectives
Medical Self Care
MERIP Reports

Policy Review

Political Woman
Politics & Education
Popcorn: A Mag. for Children

Trialogue
Tricontinental (Cuba)
Undercurrents (England)

Universal Human Rights
Washington Journalism Rev.

Washington Monthly
The Washington Quarterly
Ways & Means

Western Jour. of Black Studies
Win
Wise (Netherlands)
Women: A Jour. of Liberation

The Workbook
Working Papers for a New Society

And much more...

Common Concerns offers an exciting

range of hard-to-find publications & records
for all ages. Keep yourself informed on
important contemporary social, political,

economic and environmental issues with
materials from hundreds of diverse

organizations and specialized publishers.
For the holidays we have cards, gifts &
calendars too—including UNICEF favorites.
Stop by—you
in common.

may find we have something

‘Common

Concerns

A Unique Bookstore/Resource Center
1347 Connecticut Avenue NW, Washington, DC
(202) 463-6500 Hours: M-S, 9-10; Sun 10-6

released

included

Kramer vs. Kramer,
The Electric
Horseman, All That Jazz, and Being
‘There. Undaunted by this precedent,
the HOYA again previews the offering

in this year’s Christmas Cinema glut.

However, the biggest movie news
~ this season has already been made with
Cimino’s
opening
of
Michael
Heaven's Gate in New York City last

month. After several delays and a
budget that ballooned from $19
million to $36 million dollars the 3 and
3/4 hour film opened to reviews that
ran the gamut
from
dreadful to
hopeless. The next day, United Artists

and Director Cimino (whose last film
was The Deer Hunter, the 1978 Oscar

‘winner for Best Picture) decided to
withdraw the film from New York’s

Cinema
in Los

1, cancelled similar openings
Angeles and Toronto, and

- pushed back all other release dates until Heaven’s Gate can be reedited and,
hopefully, salvaged. Even if Heaven’s
Gate is released later, it constitutes one

with

Popeye and

Fiash

Gordon.

Robby

Benson

( Tribute),

Neil Dia-

Directed by Robert Altman and starring comedian Robin Williams in the ti-

mond, Laurence Olivier (The Jazz
. Singer), all have new arrivals -this

tle role, Popeye seems the more promising of the two. Flash Gordon,

Christmas.
In most cases these
‘‘names’’ are making either their first

which has been released today, will
have an advantage in that by being
released earlier than the rest, it will
have a two week head start and less
chance of being lost in the pack. This
advantage is offset by its decidedly inferior special effects and strong overall
indications that it may be the worst of
the new releases.
Most of the other films have one
thing in common: Big names. Stars
like Marlon Brando, George C. Scott
(Formula),Robert. DeNiro
(Raging
Bull), Anthony Hopkins
, Shirley
MacLaine,
Bo Derek
(Change of
Seasons), Clint Eastwood (Any Which
Way You Can), Gilda Radner,
Bob

appearance ever of are returning to the
screen after long absences.
Columbia Pictures has two comedic
reunions of sorts with Stir Crazy and
Seems Like Old Times. In Stir Crazy,
the Silver Streak duo of Gene Wilder
and Richard Pryor team up again as
- two guys who end up in jail after an
attempted bank robbery. Chevy Chase

Which

Way

You

Can.

Since the

original was such a turkey, it is difficult to believe this Clint Eastwood
sequel could be much of an improvement. You can probably forget Flash
Gordon and Change of Seasons. As
for the rest? After last year I hesitate
to predict; once bitten-twice shy,(You
can use this if you like, I made it up
myself)
:

and Goldie Hawn try to see if they can
bring the same magic from Foul Play
to the newest Neil Simon comedy,
Seems Like Old Times, (they can not in
this inconsistently funny movie.)
So which flicks are the best ones-to
. look
out
for?
Probably
Martin
Scorsese’s Raging Bull, Nine to Five
Here are a few scenes from only a fraction of the films being released before this
Christmas. (Clockwise from the upper left-hand corner) A shot from the new production of Flash Gordon. This is the latest film from Dino DeLaurentiis (That
speaks for itself). Robert DeNiro portrays former middleweight champ Jake
LaMotta in Martin Scorcese’s newest film, Raging Bull. Angela Lansbury plays
Miss Marples in the screen adaptation of Agatha Christie’s, The Mirror Cirack’d.
Edward Fox is featured as her nephew. (L to R)Lily Tomlin, Dolly Parton, and
Jane Fonda play three beleagured secretaries in’'9 fo 5. Gilda Radner, Bob
Newhart, and Madeline: Kahn are the First’ Family, which opens on Christmas
Day.
i

Tatsuya Nakadai (top photo) stars in Kagemusha. In the photo below, Director
‘| Akira Kurosawa meets with executive producers Francis Ford Coppola (C) and

i| George Lucas (R).

ili

that ‘‘other” films

a

being

Kagemusha & Hiss in DC
Of all the new films either coming to Washington or just arrived,
two of the best as well as least
“run-of-the-mill’’ are a Japanese
historical epic and an American
documentary.
Kagemusha
(in English-‘‘The
Shadow Warrior”’) is directed by
Akira Kurosawa, who is perhaps
the ‘best known of all Japanese
filmmakers. He is best known for
The Seven Samurai, Rashomon,
and Dersu Uzala.
The Trials of Alger Hiss is a
highly recommended documentary
which opens at the Inner Circle
Theatre today. For those of you
who do not remember, Hiss was a
State department higher-up who
was accused of being a Communist
following World War II. He was
subsequently tried for’ perjury and
was convicted
under
the most
dubious of circumstances.

-t
PRET

were

and Imgmar Bergman’s latest,From
the Life of the Marionettes. Which to
forget? Perhaps the sequel to Every
Which Way But Loose entitled Any

8

scribe mentioned
that

Newhart, Madeline Kahn (First Family), Jane Fonda, Lily Tomlin, Dolly
Parton (Nine
to Five),
Richard
Dreyfuss
(The
Competition),
Elizabeth
Taylor,
Rock
Hudson,
Angela Lansbury, Kim Novak, Tony
Curtis (The Mirror Crack’d), John
Savage (Inside Moves), Jack Lemmon,

<
TTR TTA

worth a look. Finally, in passing, this

of the most
costly
fiascos ‘in
Hollywood history and may mark the
end of successful directors being given
carte blanche budgets by studio heads
too worried about upsetting these
tempermental geniuses.
Two comic book heroes return to
the screen in big budget spectacular

v

author of that column wrote that Star
‘Trek-The Motion Picture would pro‘bably be the best and was a good bet to
set new box office records. The Jerk
and 1941 were also thought to be

»
x

coming Christmas movie lineup. The

Hollywood’s Christmas Films
It’s Not all Season’s Greetings

e

- Last year at this time, the HOYA
‘made some predictions about the up-

Sof

by Bill Henry

HOYA Cinema Editor ~~

The trickiest Dick of them all can
be seen skulking around in the new
documentary, The Trials of Alger
Hiss.
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Perhaps one of the most interesting

and thought provoking American
films of this year is one that most of
the country almost never had a chance
to see—The Stunt Man. Almost seven

Cameron. And since he is in need of a

tors that form one of the most perfect

resort where a war movie is being shot.

stunt man, he quite pragmatically
decides to harbor the fugitive.

ensembles that has been seen recently
at the cinema. Of special note are
O’Toole and Allen Goorowitz who
portrays the films writer, as well as the
last sane man at the filming. O’Toole

Cameron (Steven Railsback) is a Viet
Nam vet on the run from the law. He
just happens to wander onto a movie

location where he is immediately press-

Once the movie did get made, it almost

precipitated.
Rechristened
Lucky
Burt, Cameron is taught stunt work
and falls in love with the crew’s leading

first stunt man lost his life (a car crash
not have too strong a hold on reality

being the instrument of salvation from

lady (Barbara Hershey). |
The war film is being directed by the

and hanging around a master of illu-

the paranoia that he was injected with
in' Viet Nam.
_-Bill Henry

not until The Stunt Man

set several

West Coast box office records that
20th Century-Fox picked it up.
Perhaps the reason such an exciting
and entertaining piece of cinema had
such a difficult time was because of the
- difficulty in describing a film that

3D Version of DialM

ed

into

whose

the identity

of a stunt

man

accidental

death

had

he

maniacal Eli Cross (Peter O‘Toole do-

ing his most brilliant film acting in
ten
fascinated

‘over

years)
who
by
by
the

becomes
haunted

molds an eternal work of beauty and
wonder.
3-D films were all the rage in the
mid-fifties for a couple of years, but
they ultimately died out. Several factors contributed to this commercial
collapse. The expense involved was
considerable. Those funny little glasses
never received much
respect. Audiences eventually tired of the novelty,
and without the gimmick, what else
did 3-D have? That’s essentially what
3-D, like Sensurround, Smellovision,
ad nauseum was-a gimmick designed
to lure and capture as many viewers as
possible, week after week. Most films
were thus in the horror realm, with audiences being attacked week after week
by some larger than life monstrosity.
But how many times do you need a
knife lobbed at your face, or an ultrareal bat flying towards you?
Along comes Alfred Hitchcock, a
genius and master at everything he approached. Reams have been composed:
on his greatness. He somehow found
himself directing the film version of a
successful Broadway play. Frederick
. Knott, the playwright, also wrote the
screenplay for his Dial M For Murder.

"The

film was

released in late May,

1954. Hitchcock was rewarded by a
financially worthwhile picture., Fans
concluded that the. film was merely
diverting, entertaining, yet minor Hit- chcock. Critics disliked the utilization
of a very small setting, saying the film .
was merely ‘‘canned theater.”’ Hitch
blithely moved on to his next success.
There is an appendix to the above
tale, however. At some point, So-meone, somewhere, found a print of
the
film
in 3-D.
Why
Warner
Brothers did not go along with a 3-D
release is anyone’s guess. Nevertheless ;

the film opened in New York earlier
this year. It premiered at the Key
Theater last week. And this 1954
movie is probably one of the best films
* to be released in 1980.
Grace Kelly is the wealthy upperclass wife of Ray Milland. Milland

financial

security and,

conse-

adds more to the film than anyone, I
think, could have thought possible.’
The reason for the restricted set
becomes apparent-in 3-D it is huge and:
beautifully
expansive.
Scenes
that
seem out of place in the conventional

ing home with their televisions and
ignoring the cinema. Predominantly utilized by horror flicks, Dial M
for Murder is the only conventional
film which employed the technique.
The process makes use of two
sychronization
projectors. (One
projector produces the front image,
the other the back one. These im' ages are then shown simutaneously

on the screen. Since two projectors
are being used, the :projectionist
can not coordinate the reels, ac-

_ counting
for the short intermission |

sion like Cross does not help.
Rush has assmebled a group of ac-

Wicker Man: Bizarre
Meanwhile it has become evident
that the island is a haven for pagan

ritual, wherein the people worship
hares and teach the phallic properties
of the Maypole to their children.
‘Woodward confronts the ruler, Lord
Summerisle, (played marvelously by

Robin Hardy’s The Wicker Man (a
British film which rarely appears in

Christopher Lee). He begins to solve

this country) is fair game for serious
study by theologians,
sociologists,
psychiatrists, ef al. The film has received much critical praise and even won

the

Best

Film

Award

from

the puzzle, but finds himself erotically
led astray by Britt Ekland. Woodward

decides on his course of action, but

the

Lee is ready with his counter-attack,
leading to a bizarre climax and weird
ritual conclusion.
!
The film, despite its brevity, is ab- sorbing.
There
are
several
truly

Academy of Science Fiction Fantasyand Horror Films. Unfortunately it

probably won't stay in town long.
The plot, by author Anthony Shaffer (Sleuth, Frenzy) is ostensibly based
on real life incidents. Edward Wood‘ward is a British police sergeant who
arrives at a Scottish island looking for
a little girl who he has been led to
Grace Kelly and Ray Milland can be seen in Alfred Hitchcock’s master work, Dial : believe is dead. All there deny her existence, until he tracks her down
M for Murder. The rarely shown 3-D version of the film can now be seen at the
through
village. records.
Suddenly
Key Theatre.

frightening moments,

but the film is

not
solely
a horror
film.
The
mesmerizing background music, the
strange rituals, and the entire outlay ¥
the island contribute greatly to one
involvement in the film. Definitely
worth a look for anyone even remotely

interested in this genre.

everyone admits that she is dead.

k
--Don Murphy
¥

take on terrifying proportions in this
version.
3-D derives its images from the use
of two synchronized projectors, which
are united by the polarized spectacles
the viewers wear (by the way, the Key
uses plastic specs, not the irritating
cardboard type). Thus without the
glasses the film is out of focus. Prior to
the film the Key, quite kindly, showed
a Three Stooges short which used
every gimmick, available, exploiting
.3-D to the fullest.
Hitch manipulated, rather than exploiting, the process. He constantly
focuses on some stationary object to
contrast the wide perception afforded
the audience. When the hall door
opens, when we enter the bedroom, or
see Milland in the back of the cab the
effect is breathtaking. Best compared
to a sort of moving Viewmaster image,
even this does not do justice. Hitchcock uses the process to evoke fear,
and inserts gimmicks only twice, both
times with piercing effects. The film is
perfect entertainment.
Only Hitchcock could have taken a
good film and made it better. Dial M

for Murder

is highly recommended.’

Run down to Wisconsin Ave. before it
vanishes.
-Don Murphy.

3-D: How ItIt Works
The 3-D process evolved during;
the 1950’s as a compensatory device’
to attempt
to offset the vast
numbers of viewers who were stay-

work in the sixties. We see him as actually caring about Cameron as well as

off a bridge). You see Cameron does

In the midst of all the revivals that
blew into town last week, one, a 1973’
film that, to my knowledge never appeared in D.C., definitely deserves
more than a passing glance.

aqme
Aa

seeks

quently, the elimination of his wife.
He can’t do it, since he is too obvious a
suspect. Luckily the black sheep of his
college days is in the area. Perhaps he
will do the gruesome task. Blackmail
doesn’t work, but bribery does. The
plan is ingeniously conceived; but the
best laid plans....
The film, the normal one that is,
contains many Hitchcockian elements,
including yet another of his brilliant
scenes which embeds itself on the audience’s psyche forever. The acting is
hammy, suitably so, and the plot,
strained as it is, is enjoyable and enthralling. However, the 3-D process

captures and grabs the viewer in a way
he has not grabbed audiences since his

while shooting the scene in which the

British Horror import

Reaches Off Screen
There is one in every crowd. Someone who is given trash, who picks
up the garbage off the street, and

But as the time for the final days
shoot draws nearer, Cameron believes
that the director will try to kill him

years passed with director Richard
(Freebie and the Bean) Rush’s pet project still only in the planning stage.
expired for lack of a distributer. It was

Peter O’Toole is director Eli Cross, here shown with fugitive-turned-stunt man,
Steven Railsback. Both star in this fall’s suprise hit, The Stunt Man.

‘seems to be a study in paranoia set at a

Remember when comedy was King...
Now AL

GILDA RADNER -BOB NEWHART -MADELINE KAHN - FIRST FAMILY”
The First Daughter

in Hitchcock’s film. The audience
wears glasses with polarized refrac-

ting lenses. Each lens perceives one
_image and screens out the other,
creating a sort of ‘picket fence”’ effect. Each eye sees only one image.
The distance from the eyes then
combines the two to create the

stereo optical illusion. Without the
glasses the. film appears out of
focus, but it is really only two images being shown. By closing one
eye, you see only one image and
thus .the film appears normal. If
you tilt your head the images are
not correctly refracted, and again
the movie seems blurred. It is-this
method ‘which Hitchcock used so

well.
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Kennedy Center

‘Eisenhower Theatre (254-3670)

Whorehouse In Texas

Little

The Rivals

Hayloft Dinner Theatre (631-0230)

Angel On My Shoulder

National Theatre (628-3393)

Kennedy

i

Harlequin

-

Dinner

(301)340-8515
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On Campus:

While Christmas lights and decorations are optimistically plastered on

lead students to Dahlgren Chapel for a
‘Messiah Sing Through.’’ The trees

dorm windows and apartment doors

and

and sandwiched between final exams,
several clubs are holding parties and
other activities for the Christmas

basement

season.

:

The Student Activities Commission
is holding their annual Christmas tree
contest and party on December 10th.
The party begins at 10:00 a.m. in Hea-

ly Basement. Different clubs will place
a decorated tree in the basement, and
the trees will be judged at three
o’clock. A Bake Sale will be sponsored

by the various clubs all day in the basement. The SAC plans to have performers from one to three in the after- »
noon, consisting ‘of mimes, jugglers
and musicians. At twelve noon, the

Midday

Arts

Series

will

Christmas
carolers.
Christmas tree contest,

sponsor

. After
the SAC

the
will

decorations

will

remain

in

until after final exams

capture the Christmas spirit.

The Chimes will be featured at the

People planning to attend should bring
an ornament for the Yates Christmas
Tree.
Munchies for friends and roommates are available at Vital Vittles.
They are selling chocolate advent
calanders, sweets and treats baskets,
petite baskets, and cheese samplers.
A tradition for the School of
Languages and Linguistics is their
Christmas
Carol
Contest.
Choirs
represent the various languages and

cultures taught by the SLL. Each choir

Promise

GRAPHICS!

his

death,

are:

$100

for

first

third place. A reception will be held
-after the performance on Healy’s sec-

ond

floor.

For Henle Village students, the German House will be hosting an Advent
fest on December 14 from 3:30-5:00,

at Henle 76. Cookies and cakes will be
served, and a ‘‘gluh wine,” a german

‘het wine, will also be available.

All the events are free, and should be a
good reminder that Christmas is approaching despite the pressure of
finals.

—Connie Penichet

Air Force in Africa

Over his

lifetime Romain Gary wrote 17 works

including novels, short stories, essays
and
autobiographies. acclaimed

throughout the world.

although

Much of Gary’s work deals with
human suffering, as in his Education
Europeenne and Roots of Heaven.
However,
in’ sum,
his work
is
characterized by an optimism and
belief in the basic good of humanity
even in the midst of brutality and

perhaps not the circumstances. Gary,
deeply depressed since the suicide
death of his wife, actress Jean Seberg,
15 months ago, apparantly decided to

take his own life in his left-bank Paris
apartment. He left behind him a legacy

of internationally recognized written
works, including Education EuroDpeenne, The Roots of Heaven and

death. Of all possible titles he could
assume perhaps the best would be the
‘“writer’s writer,”’ except that he wrote

" Lady L.

for everybody, not just other authors.

When the family business in Vilna,

' Lithuania failed, Gary and his mother

moved to Nice, France, where she instilled in him the courage and deter-

mination to become great: as an artist,

a lover of women, a man of the world,
a soldier, a diplomat and a writer.

Gary at first tried his hand at several

careers,

Prizes

distiguished writing career.

Dawn.

Published in 1961, his work seems to

foreseen

criterion.

place, $75 for second place and $50 for

entered the French diplomatic service,
and at the same time started his

Gary died tragically December 2, of a

have

and originality. The judges will con-

sist of Dean Alatis and faculty. Ethnic
costumes will be worn by the choirs,
and will be part of the originality

the Free French

introspective

at

will have approximately ten minutes to
perform, and will be judged by the
faculty for organization, musicality

and Russia. After the War, Mr. Gary

self inflicted gun shot to the head.

resume typeset by
HOYA GRAPHICS. Let
our artists help you reach your ultimate
goal, at a price you can afford. 2

3

mother behind him--‘‘Be tough. Be
strong.” After being rejected by the
French Army during World War II,
Gary lied his way into the RAF forces
fighting in France. Later he served in

one of our best :

the words are from his

autobiography,

-

Sf

Gary Dies In Paris

:

these words,

to

Yates Field House Christmas Caroling
Party on December 12 at 8:00 pm. The
Yates
staff will be
serving
hot
chocolate, cookies and other goodies.

‘French Author Romain

With

the

°

modern authors wrote a more fitting
and beautiful epitaph of his life than
* any of us still living will be priveleged
to write. His name is Romain ‘Gary,

job done, and had his

5

Yuletide Spunk Cuts Through Gloom

cept memories....

This lucky devil got
the job he wanted,
“and he deserved it
~ too. He worked hard
in college, developed a
reputation for getting the

/

a
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10-12(8:30

PIZZA
PARLOUR

RRR

& 3:00) Season To Be

pm)

Honors
Gala:
Leonard
Bernstein,
James Cagney, Agnes de Mille, Lynn
Fontanne, Leontyne Price

i

SRE R NARS SESS

Dec.

Messiah

WHY GO INTO WASHINGTON WHEN
WASHINGTON’S BEST PIZZA IS LOCATED JUST
ACROSS THE RIVER IN ROSSLYN?

:

Dec. 23-Feb. 1(7:30) A Partridge In A

Pear Tree

nedy Center

Burn Brae Dinner Theatre (384-5800)
Mame
;

SERN RS RR SERS

for

7(7:30.

re. oe

REAR RENE NOREEN ARES B NER EN A

BRS SRS

Programs

Dec.

Dec. 6(8:30 pm) Hanukah at The Ken-

(265-7412)

en

Eisenhower Theatre
Dec. 2-20 Mixed Couples

ee

)

on

Dec.
10-Jan.
18(8:00
pm)
The
Washington Opera; Semele, II Barbiere di Siviglia, Wiener Blut

ms

Studio Theatre

Dec. 4-28 Harlequin Goes To Bologna

1:30)

&

Children & Youth; Qwindo’s Window
Dec. 20,27(11:30 & 1:30), Dec. 28(1:00

pec. 3-5(8:30 pm) Berlioz, Beethoven;

& Bartok

:

:

Terrace Theater (223-4757)

Opera House (254-3696)

‘Theater Lab
‘Dec: 6(11:00

Hall

(857-0900)

Theatre

Hello Dolly
The

Concert

. .

Car

Amadeus

Center

George's

a

Sethi

Kennedy
ennedy Cent
Center

Prince

"7

I

1 Orchestra
Dec. 31(9:00 pm) A Night In Old Vienna (dancing follows in the Grand
Foyer)

Holiday Festival

The Folger Theatre (546-4000)

SPords
Theatre (347.4333)
A Christmas Carol

Dec. 27(8:30 pm) Fairfax Symphony

pm)

Choral Society
:
Dec. 28(11:00 am) Jubilee Festival
Chorus
:
Dec. 28(3:30 & 5:30) Potomac English
'Handbell Ringers
Dec. 30(6:30 pm) Patowmack' Anc.
Fife & Drum

z
Center

A

Theatre

;

Prince George’s Publick Playhouse
(277-1710)
Maryland Dance Theatre In Concert

:

Fife & Drum
Dec. 27(7:30

10(1:00 pm) Organ Demonstra-

TN

{

Warner Theatre (842-8050)
Dec.
16-Jan.
4
The Best

Dec.

tion
:
Dec. 11(12:00 pm) Kennedy
Performing Arts Symposium

x

Holiday Sing Along with Chimes
:
~ Dec. 12 (8:00) Yates

. Society of Washington
+ Dec. 23(8:00 pm) Messiah Sing-Along
i Dec. 26(7:30 pm) New York String Orchestra
3

) °
Erick Hawkins Dance Company

Who Came To Dinner

:

‘American Film Institute Theater

rt

The Man

Hill

Cl

Dec. 11 (7:30) Gaston Hall

Paul

: Dec. 20(3:00 & 8:30) The Choral Arts

U. of MD. S.E.E. (454-2803)

The Arena

The

rrr

a

:

! Chorale

pm)

SP

Ce

Caroling

17-18(8:30

Grand Foyer
Dec. 24(1:15 pm) Stoneridge Country
Day Choir
Dec. 26(1:15 pm) Patowmack Anc.

RE EEEE
EEER

ag

Christmas

Organ

a

i

Contest |

pm)

I

a

International

| Dec.

Opera House (254-3770)
‘Dec. 10-21 American Ballet Theatre

Arena Stage (488-3300)
The Kreeger
~~ One Mo’ Time

17,24(1:00

Demonstration

rid BARA AA AAR AA ARARRN

:

10 (all day) Healy Basement

Dec.

‘Kennedy Center

Sherman

ni mis SP

Tree Decorating Contest
Dec.

Da nce

[Mixed Couples

-

“

SEC X-Mas Party

6

-

:

be

Cam Pp us
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not

always

succeeding,

but

always confident with the words of his

...I still catch myself
dreaming of some
universal tenderness...

With the death of Romain Gary, the
‘earth has become a poorer place. His
life, from its inauspicious beginnings
in Lithuania and France, to his heroic

‘fighting
in France and Africa, to his
diplomatic service and his writing, is a

model of courage and strength for all
people. He will be sorely. missed by this
writer and by all the world.
.
--David Scott Pearce

+

YOU CAN SEE THE DIFFERENCE.

| CONSULTATION HOURS: 2:00-4:00, TUES and THURS
Pr
|
100-5:00, SAT and SUN.

prs

Sn

—

PHONE: 625-4511

Es

ADDRESS: COPLEY BASEMENT
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Perhaps The Rocky Horror Show, a
tale of a young couple’s overnight stay
at the bizarre castle of Dr. Frank N.
Furter and his retinue from Transylvania, lost some of its traditional
flavor with the absence of rice and

Page And Harris Sparkle
In A Chance
especially

true

in

the

shifts
This

play

Mixed

Couples, now playing at the Kennedy
Center.
After a separation of 25 years, two
couples are reunited in a dingy airport
lounge waiting for the fog to lift, so
that they may fly to Washington, D.C.
Only, this time, they are paired oppositely. A quarter of a century
before, what had been Don and Elberta, and Alden and Clarice is now Don

Although the play is set in 1927, ‘it
could easily be transplanted into the
80’s. The question they face-true loveis as relevant today as it was back then.
What appears to be the perfect mar-

riage is not always so.

? I

—,

Alden, played by Michael Higgins,
is a straight-laced scholar devoted to
his
work
‘in the literary field.
Geraldine Page as Elberta is the typical
suburban housewife; she takes care of
the children, cooks the meals, and
cleans the house. Together, they have
what most would believe to be the
ideal life.
Conversely, Julie Harris, as Clarice,
is flighty, overly-dramatic, and insecure. Don, her husband, is an entrepreneur, not above a shady deal or
two, as long as it makes a lot of
money. Their life together, it seems, is
fraught
with
quarrels
and
‘misunderstandings.

pe
fp emg

dress

with

a

up, while the audience performed as

high

much as the cast, despite the management’s ‘‘no participation’’ warning.
Frank N. Furter, Brad and Janet controlled the audience, anticipating and |
encouraging their reactions. During |
“I’m Going Home’’, the audience
refused to let Frank N. Furter die for
at least another five minutes, and kept
him dancing.
Some of the other cast members
gave less brilliant performances. Unfortunately, the Narrator lived up to,
his nickname, not varying the tone of
his voice or the expression on his face
once. His absence would not hav
damaged the overall effect much. Th
actor playing Dr. Scott followed his Framk

hemline, the fox stole, and the illegal
flask of liquor are all vital props to her
role
as a former
Ziegfield
girl.
Through all her dramatic pretensions
one can see that there is a caring
human being. Rip Torn’s Don compliments Clarice’s eccentricity as the
perfect foil. He sees Clarice for what
she really is, and therefore he is able to
love her honestly.
:
Elberta and Alden, however, are
operating
on
a different
level.
Geraldine Page captures the pseudonaivete that is so basic to Elberta’s
character. Michael Higgins, due to the
nature of the character of Alden, is
less appealing,
especially after he
reveals his true motives for marrying
Elberta.
:
Director
George
Schaefer
who,
along with Maurice Evans, directed
The Teahouse of the August Moon has
developed these four characters into
_ believable individuals. With the aid of
humor, he has given us a play that
makes a point and still manages to
keep us immensely entertained.
--Celia Graham

What follows is an absorbing alalysis
of these two marriages.

mp pp
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Much goes on at the Kennedy Center

Aa

Pp

pt

pe

too late. On Nov. 23, 'Sung-Ju Lee,
violinist, gave a tremendous
oneafternoon stand as part of the Center’s
Young Concert Artists Series.
Miss Lee, accompanied by Sandra
Rivers on piano, offered inspired renditions of such varied composers as
Handel, Eugene Ysaye, Sergei Prokofiev, and Bela Bartok.
The collection well demonstrated
Lee’s versatility. Handel’s discords or
agressive sweetness were as moving
and effective as Bartok’s folk melody or
Prokofiev’s rousing, racing ‘‘allegro con
brio.”
Miss Lee herself was an integral part -

of the expression of the music. The
music seemed drawn from her as its instrument rather than from her violin.
Passionate, dynamic, ‘melancholy or |.
sublime, she seemed to direct all her:

%

energy into the music rather than in to
makingit ~~ ©
"
Her accompianist, Sandra Rivers, a
celebrated pianist in her own right, also
have an excellent performance. The
two artists effectively complemented
each other, playing off each other
rather than merely coinciding,
as
sometimes happens with a supporting
and a dominant artist.
Named one of America’s ‘‘Most

Oustanding

Young

- Gregory

stars

as

the

notorious

Dr.

Furter.

_. l0yearsfora,
hool reunion.

Obscure Talent Shines
that eludes the public’s attention till it’s

Eddie’

sheer movable screen used for special |

Julie Harris as Clarice is thoroughly
convincing as an aging flapper. The

flame

b

effects, and exploded into ‘‘Sweet ;
Transvestite’’, he laid the audience |
back in their seats.
From that moment the show picked

ding it.

“and Clarice, and Alden and Elberta.

delivery

In general, the cast improved as the
show continued. Riff Raff belted out
his songs in a nasal voice absurdly con-trasting with his twisted body, and
Rocky possessed more brains and acting skill, but fewer muscles that his
twin from the movie. Their performances deservedly stole Frank N.
Furter’s show at times and kept the audience laughing. However, Brad and
Janet gave the most polished performances, changing from young innocents to Frankie devotees smoothly.
By their explosive singing and creativity, they let the audience become a part
of the show.
The director did not recreate the
movie's elaborate sets. In many scenes
the stage was virtually bare, emphasizing the plot over scenery. The only set
built--the laboratory--skillfully imitated the laboratory in the movie.
Many scenes make use of the screen,
behind which the band played. Combined with lighting, the screen adequately gave the illusion of different
times, places, entrances and exits. The
cast worked with the spare sets and
technical equipment so smoothly that
it blended well with their performances.
Some
had problems with
microphones, however, in attempting
to look natural when receiving a
microphone from another actor, and
when dancing with them.
As The Rocky Horror Show ended
the theater shook as Riff Raff and
Magenta took off for Transylvania.
When the actors returned to bow, the
audience joined them in the ‘Time
Warp.”
A
feeling of unity had
developed between the audience and
the actors that is unique to this play,
certainly well worth experiencing.
Beth Partin

the theater itself might have been
transplanted from Frank N. Furter’s
castle, the audience at the slightly
crumbling Warner Theater did not
resemble ardent New Wave fans at the
Pub on Wednesday nights. The grumpy crowd, disgruntled by a thirty
minute delay, was finally appeased by
the clowning of the actors, who dressed as ushers.
Anticipation grew throughout the
opening number; Brad drew laughter
and shouts as he strutted clumsily
onstage followed by a prim Janet. Un
doubtedly, when Frank N. Furter|
jumped downstage from behind th

Since they are forced to wait
together, the couples’ conversation inevitably turns to the past. From the
sarcasm, confessions, and generally
humorous discussion, there evolves an
understanding of why each one married whom he or she did. In the process,
the
characters
make
many
pointed observations on the institution
of marriage, and the beliefs surroun-

to
is

trayal of that

girlfriend, Columbia, often added a
spark of excitement in slow moments-sometimes too much--if not by her
little-girlish’ performance then by her
ightly striped and sequined costume.

toast flying through the air. Although

Encounter

~ When an entire play takes place with
one
setting, emphasis
character
development.

example at times, but compensated
when
he
sang
‘‘Eddie’”
with
Columbia--and surprised the audience
with an energetic and obnoxious por-

Shp.

Artists’’ in 1978,

Miss Lee has been performing since
winning the Young People’s Competition of Korea when she was ten. She
has played in various orchestras and
colleges in the States, in music festivals
throughout the world, winning recognition in competitions in New York,
Finland, Moscow, and Belgium. In her
1980-81 season she will appear in
Miami, in Alaska, and in. Los Angeles.

Justwaituntil 11 pm. {f
{

°
=

Or the weekend.

Then pickup the
phone.
And pickup old
memories.

—Jamil Maskry

Thatsbecause Long

Distance calls cost less after

11 pm.and onweekends.
You can call Long
Distance anytime between
11 pm. and 8am, allday
Sa
oruntl 5pm.
Sunday, and talk up to 10
minutes for less than

S170.

Providing, of course,

oudial directan
ere
y the US, ER
Alaska and Hawaii, without
anoperator's assistance.
And when you talk
less than 10 minutes, you
only pay for the minutes
you use.
So callwhenits less.

i And reachouttoold
friends.

Show them you still

remember.

haircutters

Shampoo, Cut, Style $ 42

hy i
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With This Ad

For Men
~

Long Hair Prices Slightly More
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at 2400 Wisc. Ave. Salon
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Shampoo,
Cut, Style & Blow-Dry
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& Women

2020K. St. Washington, D.C.

2400 Wisc. Ave: N.W. Washington, D.C.
oLooointments Necessary 659-5005 i
Other Services Available including
Permanents, Tinting & Hennas

A New Bubbles

Now

Open!

pher

Georgetown

in Ave, NW. 338-0909

i
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C&P Telephone

.
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HOYA CLASSIFIED ADS %
{1's got to
be sold by
Christmas...

:

i8

turntable, model SL220; 2 Ad-

x

‘vent | speakers; 1 T-shaped ex-

“

ternal FM antenna: all for $400.

proven

‘

to

-

Unique,

“

Contact Vincent at 522-8069.

Resumes:

Lyn-

have

theses,

papers,

classified

briefs,

male

model

needed by Dupont Circle artist
for figure
sketches.
No
photography
involved. $5/hr.
Call Chuck at 462-4047.

Auto tune-up and

repair done

with professional

care yet at

half the cost. Guaranteed work
from over eight years ex-

perience.

Special

expertise

Typing:
Top
quality,
reasonable rates. Spelling and
grammar fixed. 533-2150.

Swenson’s

with foreign cars. Call John at
363-3889 (evenings until 9pm.) - weekend
‘needs

Starting January 1981: the American
Student Association, the largest national student association in U. S. history,
representing over 500 colleges and universities across the country, needs your
help to

Ice Cream

students

that

counts!

Parlor

to

work

shifts. Apply

in per-

Ave.

School
of Languages
and
Linguistics Christmas Carol
Contest to be held on Thursday,
December
11, 1980 at
7:30pm
in Gaston
Hall.
Christmas carols sung in many
languages,
entertainment,
- refreshments, free fun for all.
Get into the Holiday Spirit!
Photographer needs trim male

and female subjects for nude

*effectively present student views and
opinions to Congress
*write for a nationally distributed
news column
*intitiate and market nationally coordinated
business programs
dun national student conventions

experience

advertisements.

5

Lost

and

Found

Why

Housing
Public Service Forsale Help Wanted Ride Board
Situations Wanted
Copy (Must Not Exceed 25

{ Words)

the
for

ts Amount Enclosed $
1 Mail To:
. § The Hoya/Georgetown Univer1 sity/ Washington D.C. 20057

American Student
Association is looking for
a few good interns.

some

‘{
i
{
$

merchandise

that
if it's
advertised
in
HOYA,
it gets
sold,
and
$2.00,you can’t go wrong.

-son, 1254 Wisconsin

Get

can

famous? Because everyone knows

impeccable

service. 337-0575.

Good-looking

that unneeded

you

sold by one of the HOYA's famous

and

“Alriine Jobs -- Freeinfo
‘Nationwide. Write Airline
Placement Bureau, 4208 198th
SW 101. Lynnwood, WA 98036.
Enclose a self-addressed,
stamped envelop.

$2.00,

figure studies. Respond with
brief physical description. S-H
Publications, Box 2546, W. Springfield, VA 22151.

Create |

something you can be proud of!
~ Call or write today: Internship Coordinator, American Student
Association, 1611 Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington DC,
4
20009, or (202) 223-6600

This coming week at CP&P
Dec. 5:
Rice
University
Graduate School of Business
Administration.
Dec. 9:
Workshop on finding summer
jobs. Dec. 11: Sony Corporation interviews for teaching in
Japan. Sign up at CP&P.

| Fpl

Know your options: forum on

PT Retail Clerks: Temporary or
permanent positions in photo
retail stores. Flexible hours.
Photo background helpful, but
not necessary. Colorfax Labs
622-1500, EOE.

registration
and the draft.
Speakers
representing
all
views. December 8th, 8:00pm,
Hall of Nations. All encouraged to attend.
Clayton: Your mom took away
our sun
(and
our Bloody
Marys). Another time. . .
Programers (SAS)
Analyst/Programers.

or

fulltime.

“Or
Parttime

Experience

with

TSO
and
IBM 370JLL.
Call
Datrell Myrick at 223-5677.
CONSERVA, 1753 | St. NW,
Suite 805.

Two season’s baseball tickets
for sale.
Call Terry:
Day,
652-9881; Night, 589-2087.
Jazz fan and audio enthusiast
to work sound and lights for
jazz

supper

club

Call Charlie’s
298-5985.

Designer

(parttime). .

Georgetown

jean,

at

corduroys,

velour tops, blazers. 428-0462.

LS

A

Ca

RISE

Dosvidania:
Erob,
Eclayton,
Ekevin, Ehelena, Ejohn, Emark,

e Egreg. Kuda vwi idotie?
Chocolate
8-10pm,

con Churros,

Sunday,

Free!

Dec. 7. Spon-

sored by the Spanish
73 Henle.

Fr ie se he 2 ve ve she edhe dee se Ae sk ee sk de sie

House,

kok ese dese dk de de dk dk doko

dee deok

UNCLE SAM WANTS
YOU!
(again)
In preparation for the January registration of
eighteen-year-old men, Students for Peace is
sponsoring a forum featuring speakers who
represent all options available to Americans.
You owe it to yourself to find out everything you

can about this important decision.

Monday, Dec. 8th

Hall of Nations

Jkt

ok

Rk ok

ok Sek

IR

8:00pm
RAR

KK

SPECIALLY

THE GIFT OF MUSIC
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

PRICED BLOCKBUSTERS!

pe

head

wo

rp

When your "orks Over,

%

+

A

-

n

EE

de die sie ie dk dhe de ole ie ok oie die dk dk dk de ok ok ok ok ok

Transcribing. Legal

a mere

#

telephone voice. Capitol Hill at

Metro. Call Mr. Field, 484-3531.

for

x

Yes,

¢ Phone
! Address
: : Circle One:

>

<

:

Z

6:30-11:30. Must have pleasing

Typing

>

Hoya Classified
Ad Form

Parttime work. Earn extra income!
Telephone marketing
firm seeks responsible’ individuals.
PT days,
eves,
weekends.
9-2,
2-6:30,

Georgetown

3

$4.95.

Fe 3 ed he sk ve she de

4243,

KE NX

Only

NOC XEON

prepare.

NNN

to

MONON

how

x

get results. Concise terms on

Revell, P.O.Box
chburg, VA 24502.

|
aA

»

Cu

Stereo Sale: 1 Pioneer AM/FM
stereo receiver, model SX580;
1 Technique semi-automatic

RAR ETT
RSET
PST AND. EAST

[CONWAY TWITTY

| Guoegin Hoaps Pulling On My Ring

80 GREAT ALBUMS FROM OUR SUPERSTARS:
Battlestar Galactica
Stephen Bishop
Jimmy Buffett
Cher
Bing Croshy

Crosby/Nash
Crusaders
Roger Daltrey
Neil Diamond
Crystal Gayle

Elton John
John Klemmer
Loretta Lynn
Lynyrd Skynyrd
Olivia Newton-John

Poco
Rufus
Stargard
Steely Dan
Steppenwolf

5

Tanya Tucker
Conway Twitty
Jerry Jeff Walker
Joe Walsh
The Who

Save money and time: do your
Christmas shopping at Saxa'’s.
Don't let the help fool you: we're professionals.
Saxa Sundries is a division of Students of Georgetown, Inc. It is not an enterprise
of Georgetown University.

-
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In This Issue....T wo pages
of Georgetown Sports Coverage~

TarHeels 40-25 in a half that ended at

by Howard Kopech

HOYA Sports Staff
The
16th
ranked
Georgetown
University Basketball team took the
floor three times last weekend, but exited victorious only once, as the Hoyas

in limiting the North Carolina offensive attack, the 6-9 Junior also added

the smaller Hoyas by a margin of 21-7

Sreat Alaskan Shootout.
After trouncing Nicholls State (LA)
last Friday night, 80-58, the Hoyas
battled unsuccessfully Saturday with
13th ranked North Carolina in the

semi-finals (83-71) and again Sunday
with 12th ranked LSU in the consola-

tion round, 76-67. The losses will most
likely drop Georgetown out of both
wire service polls.
Against Nicholls

State,

offensive punch for the Hoyas, converting three offensive rebounds into
hoops during the first 20 minutes.
As much as the first half belonged to
Spriggs and the Hoyas, the second half
beloned to the TarHeels and their
6’9”’super-soph James Worthy. Worthy,
who
hails
from
Gastonia,
N.C.,(home of G.U.’s Sleepy Floyd),
dominated the second half with inside
and outside scoring and, most impor-

the Hoyas

‘Swim Team

Builds For Future
Rich
Sheehy,
a diver,
won
a
number of meets for the team last
year with some terrific dives.
Other
key
swimmrs
returning
with renewed dedication are Mark
Hesse, who will play a dual rule as’
swimmer and assistant coach and
Paul Donlin.
Mark
Pugliese is another assistant coach and Jim Feenich is the
diving coach.
The
Swim Team
has
a Bright
future mainly because of the quality
new
swimmers
which
have

}

by Drew Fine
HOYA Sports Staff
The Georgetown
University
Swim
Team, going into their second
year of competition at McCarthy
Pool
at the Yates
Field
House,
has
high
hopes
for the
1980-81
season.
Coached
by Jeff
Bryan, the Hoyas have a lot of new
faces who hope to make a success
of the constantly
improving
pro-

gram.
Until
last
practiced and

American

season,
the
Hoyas
had their meets at

“University.
to attract

come

the team this year and
‘Coach Bryan will be’
counting: heavily on freshmen Tom
last

This made it
high quality

difficult
swimmers
to
come
to
Georgetown.
The new facilities at Yates Field
House have given the program an

opportunity

to

build

and

Cagers
The

Sports Staff

Georgetown

basketball

team

major

role

will

Mark
Rieser
Shaughnessy
as
transfers
Don

McBride.
*

The

has

be

sophomores

and
Scott
well
as junior
Hill
and
Rich’

women’s

swim

high hopes

, season. This

for
is

the

team

the

also|

1980-81

women’s

defeated

St.

Peter’s
College
of
Jersey
City,
81-77 in an overtime thriller, Tuesday evening, which advanced their
record to 2-0 in the early season.
Sophomore
K.C. Comerford led
the Hoyas
with 25 points, 9 of
those at the free throw line, including a crucial last second foul
shot at the end of regulation time
:0 send the game into OT.

‘divers

will

have

both

divers

and

Bryan

GU

‘has

a

believes that “We

midst of
women’s
years.”’

duty

establishing
program

as

are in the

an
for

excellent
future

Coach
Bryan
has
an
individualistic
swimming
philosophy.
‘“My basic philosophy
is to let the swimmer go as far as
he or she wants to go,’he said.
“Some swimmers .are serious competitors
while
others
are
merely

swimming

for

recreation.

Each

Nicholls St. 58,

Georgetown 71,

Freshman Sam Perkins and pre-season
All-American Al Wood contriburted

game.

Dominating

the

boards,

at the half,

leading by ten

Carolina

to the abrupt turnaround and eventual

the Hoyas by a 27-11 margin in the second half, resulting in adding an 83-71'
win to their first round rout of AlaskaAnchorage. The TarHeels went on to
win
the tournament
by defeating
' Arkansas in the final on Sunday.
Against
North
Carolina,
Georgetown was paced by Eric Floyd
(20 points, 7 assists) and Fred Brown
(16 points) as well as Spriggs
(10
points, 10 rebounds).
The Hoyas were not quite as fortunate that same Sunday, as Louisiana
State took it to Georgetwon for the
full 40 minutes, beating the Hoyas,

behind the play of

Center Ed Spriggs. Spriggs was the key
both offensively and defensively; when
he was in the game Georgetown

in-

dominated

play,

outscoring

the

76-67. The game was nowhere near as
close as the final score indicates. Only
a
final
five
minutes
run
by
Georgetown dented what at one time
was a 22 point LSU lead.
Again the story was the lack of ren
continuin,

Rupp

3. Bob Matheson

AIESEC

Georgetown 67
Although several bad points emerged during the tournament, it was far
from a total loss for Georgetown.
There were no less than five Top 20
teams in this year’s Shootout. And
playing against this type of competition early in the season affords Coach
Thompson and the team a chance to
see what needs to be changed or improved upon in the upcoming games.

“We've

been

down

this

that is possible, and ended up smelling
pretty. Now is no time to panic.”
The team has to improve both its rebounding and inside scoring punch in
gearing up for both the Big East
schedule and upcoming games with
and

Toss-Ups: Baltimore-Cincinatti, Minnesota-Tampa Bay.

?

Drake.

However,

there

med it up best when he said, “I don’t
have any doubts-about our ability. As
soon as we get together and get into
our game, we’ll be alright.”

ding with 21 and 9, respectively.
Dillon shot 10-13 from the field.
Hepp also
showed her prowess

.

Freshman Ri Myhr and K.C. Comerford also shot in double figures
for the Hoyas
with
12 and
11,
respectively.
Freshman
backup
center Juanita Davis tossed in 7
points and pulled down 5 boards in
14
minutes
of
action
in
the
Towson contest.
Saturday afternoon at 3 pm the
women
travel
‘‘cross-beltway’’
to
face perenial power University of
Maryland
- College
Park.
This
contest
should
prove
an
interesting
match-up
as the
two
teams clash for the first time.

Sse

in a BSN, NLN accredited

program, the Air Force has an
opportunity just for you.

maw
Ay

presents a lecture on

\

‘Revitalization of

America’s Trade’

The Nurse Internship Program provides five months training designed
to foster the concept of independent practice in the clinical setting.

Nurses selected to participate in

this program receive a direct com-

United States Department of Congress
Monday, Dec. 8

4:00 pm

Recruiter

(301) 981-3153
(301) 796-8458
(804) 782-2127

given by Flora Higgins,
specialist in Trade Development in the

mission as a Second Lieutenant in
the Air Force Nurse Corps. Salary is
commensurate with rank and comparable to many civilian positions.
Air Force nursing can mean a new
life for you.

Contact your Medical

We'll answer your questions promptly and without obligation.

ATR

OR GE:

Harbin Formal Lounge
A great way of life.

is little

doubt among team members as to their
capabilities. «Captain Ed Spriggs sum-

81-77

with an 18 point, 7 rébound performance, while connegtmg on 9 of
11
attempts
from’ the
floor.

road

before,” Thompson said. ‘“We came
up here to be baptized in fire and we
got the full christening. Now we have
to get home and do some homework.
We've looked more awful than this, if

such notable teams as DePaul, UNLV,

This Week’s NFL Picks:

fledged

Center Kit Hepp and Senior Captain Abbie Dillon each pulled down
. 12 rebounds for G.U. while Dillon
poured in 23 points Ri Myhr added
10 for the winners.
Last week the women tipped off
their season in a 99-51 devastation
of Towson State University. In that
contest,
Georgetown
sat
on
a
comfortable 41-17 cushion at the
half, which they built upon in .the
final twenty
minutes,
shooting
a
consistent
68
percent
from
the
field.
* Against Towson, Dillon led the
Sqang in both scoring: and reboun-

attention to the upcoming finale.

LSU 76

North

dividual has the chance to learn as
much
about
swimming
as they
choose.”

decided that it'was time to turn their

of the crowd of 2000 Alaskans had

‘North Carolina 83

points, 39-29.
Georgetown increased its intensity
and pulled away in the second half,
though the scrappy Colonels fought
hard throught the mismatch. Smith
and Floyd paced the Hoyas with 22
and 18 points, respectively and each
grabbed six rebounds in the contest.
Mike Hancock reached double figures
in both categories, recording 14 points
and a game high 10 bounds.
The Hoyas picked up where they left
off on Saturday, when they jumped
out to a 40-34 halftime lead against

Coach

second half. LSU increased their lead
to 22 points and only allowed it to wilt

Georgetown 80

cushion

first season.

full

Answers to this week’s quiz:1.Ducks 2. Wildcats 3. Miners 4. Wolfpack 5. Purple Aces 6.Golden Griffins
7.Chippewas 8.Sycamores 9.Ramblers 10. Hilltoppers 11. Rainbows 12.Dons 13.Cyclones 14.Salukis 15.Terriers.

”
r=

double
swimmers.

play of LSU starters RudyMacklin and
Howard Carter sufficiently explained
42-26
overwhlelming
Georgetown’s
halftime deficit.
Nothing really changed during the

victory.
Carolina
outscored
Georgetown 49-31 and out-rebounded

Georgetown maintained a comfortable

of swimteam,
the

bounds. That and the superb offensive

to the final margin of nine after most

The Men’s team has ten meets
Slightly Favored: Philadelphia over Atlanta, Buffalo over Los Aasless:
* this season while the women will
Detroit over St.Louis, Chicago_over Green Bay, Oakland over Dallas,
women’s
program.
They
will be
have
eight.
At
the end
of the
.
"Denver
over Kansas City, New England over Miami.
playing
in AIAW
competition,
season
the men
will go to the
Favored: San Diego over Washington, Cleveland over NY Jets, San
which
is the women’s
collegiate
University
of Connecticut
where
Fran.over New Orleans, Seattle over NY Giants.
sports governing bbody.
NFL Picks-by Tom Begley.
they will compete in the Big East
Junior captain Mary Peot will be
Championships. With a combinaleading
the team
which
features
tion of old and néw
faces the
many
excellent
divers.
Team
Hoyas should show successful immembers
Suzanne
Bradley,
Alen
provement both this: season and in
Clarke, Nancy Greiner and Mary
the future.
.

‘that

Answers to Ts
week? s “quiz: ye Aros
Tones "Stage i Adolph
4 Miami(Fla.),LSU, Niagara 5.Curt Flood(Cardinals vs.Senators)1967

-

Due
to the shortage
mers
on the women’s

of the game
14 minutes
initial
notched only three reGeorgetown

The Hoyas were led by Eric Smith’s
18 points in a game that coach John
Thompson termed the worst since
Georgetown’s 20 point shellacking at
Detroit two years ago.

the

f

Topple St, Peter’s,

by Laura Farina
HOYA

Begley, Phil Baker, John Berthoud
and Brian Reeve. Also playing a

improve.

Coach Bryan said, ‘‘The team will
be much better than last year due
to the new facilities. Georgetown
is now
an option
for promising;
NCAA swimmers.’” + ¥
The men’s
team,
competing in:
© NCAA Division I competition, has
several
key
swimmers
returning
from last year. Captain Mike Plat-:
to, a senior, is the only remaining.
member from the team that swam
at American University. Bill Rodie,
last year’s
Most
Valuable
Swimmer, will be counted on to perform
well in several different
events.

to

year.

Lou McMahon will have a major influence on the team’s overall performance.
Freshman
Susan
Kuhl
and - Stefanie
Sovak
are also ex. pected to play an important role.

in the first half alone. In fact, over the

at both

effective rebounding

Worthy had some help, too, as 6’9”’

ing of the Colonels. After racing out to
' a 15-4 lead with the scoring of Eric:
Smith and Sleepy Floyd, the Hoyas
| dictated the tempo of the remainder of

Alslat Shootout.

nderneath the boards out-rebounding

ends of the court, which spelled doom
for the Hoyas.

tantly,

used their superior quickness and
height advantage effectively in dispos-

as the Hoyas found out at the Great

rire that began '

n the second half of the Carolina
pane, the Tigers pounded Georgetwon

staggered to a fourth place finish in the

The days of Duren and Shelton are gone,

fue Georgetown

40-34 in Georgetown’s favor. In addition to Spriggs’ obvious effectiveness

hp
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Hoyas Devastate St.Leo, 108-73, In Basketball Home Opener
Monarchs,

by John Reagan

in

HOYA Sports Editor

A happy but hoarse Georgetown
basketball fan summed up last night’s
game versus St. Leo College in one
word-‘awesome’.
The
pletely
overwhelmed

Hoyas comthe
visiting

Monarchs in a 108-73 rout.
The Hoyas jumped to an early 12-4

lead through good ball control and the
consistent shooting of Eric Floyd, who

was 11-11 from the field tonight. The
lead

grew

through

the

by

Sleepy

highlighted

first

half,

Floyd’s

breakaway slam dunk with 6:33 left.
Four seconds later Freddy Brown took
a stolen pass and whisked it off to

Mike

Hancock

to give GU

a 40-20

lead.
gave

Brown’s lay-up at the buzzer
the Hoyas a insurmountable

who

a Mike

inadvertantly

Hancock

shot

tipped

for

points. Ray Knight’s stuff brought the
crowd to its feet and upped the lead to
78-50, Georgetown.
Georgetown
was so consistent
that the Hoya
defense did not commit
a
per-

sonal foul until 3:17 left in the contest.

throw

with

2:25

left. The

sign

from

section 14 said it all:*“The Heart Attack Hoyas Are Back!”’
Without going too much into game
highlights, the statistics tell the story.

While St. Leo shot miserably all night,
the Hoyas got better as time went on.
GU shot 19-32 from the floor in the

first half,

and

16-18

from

the free

tisan crowd at McDonough Arena.
The second half was no relief for the

30-36 from the line. The high percen-

lead.

But

there

was

showing, and Ed Spriggs shot in double figures with 10.Fred Brown scored
8 points, followed by Eric Smith with
seven, and Ray Knight, also with seven
points. David Blue came off the bench
to score six points, as did Ron
Blaylock. Kurt Kaull and Gene Smith
each scored five points, while Mike
Frazier, still hampered by a sore knee,
did not score last night(Frazier played
less than two minutes in the game,
though.)
The Hoyas return to McDonough .
this Saturday versus Wheeling College.
Tip-off is at 8:00, and a large crowd is
expected to cheer the Hoyas back into,
the NCAA spotlight.
2

waited for the magic three-digit
plateau, achieved by Ray Knight’s free

more of the same to come for the par-

halftime

16. Jeff Bullis had a strong 14 point

Though the question of the victors was
settled by the 3:00 mark, the crowd

throw line. By the end of the runaway
the
totals
showed
Georgetown

54-30

tages show a Yr.
improvement .
over last weekend’s disappointments
in the Great Alaskan Shootout, and a
hopeful sign of things to come.
Scoring
went
as
follows:Eric
‘Sleepy’ Floyd led all scorers with 24
points followed by Mike Hancock with

two

shooting

47-64

from

the field,

and

Fred Brown moves against St.Leo’s Mike Malatestnic as Coach Thompson watches the ¢ lock.

Volleyballers Place Fourth At Regionals

Hoyas 80,Colonels 58
Georgetown: Kaull 2 0-0 4, Brown 2 1-1 6, Floyd 8 2-2
18, G.Smith 2 0-1 4, Blaylock 1 0-0 2, E.Smith 9 4-5 22,

Georgetown: Kaull 0 0-0 0, Brown 6 4-6 16, Floyd 8 4-4
20, G.Smith 1 0-0 2, E.Smith 2 0-0 4, Hancock 4 1-5 9,

.

Bullis

1 0-0 2, Frazier 0 0-0 0, Knight 3 2-2 8. Totals

Hancock 5 4-4 14, Bullis 0 0-0 0, Spriggs 3 1-2 7, Frazier
0 0-0 0, Knight 1 2-6 4. Totals 33-56 14-21 80.

30-58 11-18 71.

Nicholls St.: Jennings 8 0-0 16, Brown 0 0-0 0, Barraco 6
2-2 14, Martin 0 1-2 1, Jones 1 6-6 8, Ross 5 3-3 13,
Falgout 2 2-3 6, O’Neal 0 0-0 0. Totals 22-59 14-16 58.

dock 23-47, Wood9 1-2 19, Kenny 1 0-0 2, Budko 1 0-1

SHOOT

OUT

by Kathy McNamara
HOYA

North Carolina: Pepper 3 0-0 6, Black 0'9-11 9, Brad-

2, Perkins 4 3-4 11, Dougherty

2 2-2 6, Brusto 0 2-2 2;

Worthy 7 3-4 17. Totals 30-56 23-30 83.

Tigers 76, Hoyas 67
Georgetown: Kaull 1 0-0 2, Brown 2 3-4 7, Floyd 6 2-3
14, G.Smith 2 0-0 4, Blaylock 1 0-0 2, E.Smith 9 0-0 18,
Hancock 2 0-0 4, Bullis 1 0-0 2, Spriggs 3 2-2 8, Frazier 0

0-00, Knight 3 00 6. Totals 30-62 7-9 67.

\

STATISTICS

Louisiana State: Jones 0 0-0 0, Tudor 0 0-0 0, Martin 3

11-13 17, Bergeron 0 0-0 0, Costello 00-0 0, Carter 6 7-8
19, Kistler 0 0-0 0, Macklin 7 2-5 16, Mitchell 5 2-5 12,

gland 0 0-0 0, Black 6 0-0 12. Totals 27-46 22-31 76.

Sports Staff

The women’s volleyball team finished fourth in the Northeast Regional
Tournament at the University of Pittsburgh last week. “We were actually
happy with the results since we had
been seeded sixth and the past season
had been a little rocky,”” commented
Assistant Coach Mary Jean Ryan,
‘the girls definitely played the best of
the season.”
The goal had been to make it into
the semi-finals. This was not too difficult since Providence College, seeded
eighth, had already cleared the way for
Georgetown in the first round by

. upsetting
Maryland
and
George
Washington, both of which had been
seeded ahead of GU.
Georgetown
defeated Providence in the second
round with two decisive victories,
15-3, 15-7.
In the first round, Georgetown lost
to Rutgers and Penn
State. The
women then entered a tie breaker for

third and fourth in which they
defeated Princeton for third. In the second round Georgetown out-spiked
Providence for the semifinals, relinquishing the finals to Penn State and

Rutgers.

Ryan

added

‘‘it

was

' understandable that we lost to Penn.
They were a team that we had played
and lost to again and again this past

GU Hockey Enthusiasts Build On Georgetown Ice Hockey
cuit. Competition varies between well-!

by Bill Ferraro

coached

HOYA Sports Staff *

age

With colder weather here many
Hoyas express renewed interest in ice
hockey. Others, namely members of
the Georgetown Hockey Club, have
begun active participation in the sport.
Georgetown
has fielded
hockey
squads of various quality at intervals
since the late 1930’s, enjoying a

“Golden

Era”

through

the

1960’s.

These teams have left a legacy for
hockey enthusiasm and a group of
concerned alumni on which the current

program is supported.
Modern club hockey on the Hilltop
had its rebirth three years ago when
two men’s dormitory floors met under
the direction of John Carlin, organized a club, and elected George Lodge
and Sandy Spolding co-captains. The
group since then has been in continuous existence, with Jeff Craven
and Bill Brems the present co-captains,
as well as President and Vice-President
of the club, respectively.
As of now, the GU icemen do not
play an intercollegiate schedule, but
are members
of the Chesapeake
Hockey League, a local industrial cir-

Bill Ferraro’s
Missionaires

Maul

The
long
Intramural
Football
- season concluded on a reasonably
bright
note
as the Missionaires
stunned
defending
Extramural
champion
representative
from
American
University
13-12, before
dropping a hard-fought contest to

Prince

George’s

Community

Col-

lege. Fine play was exhibited by
Co-captain Donnie
Manning,
split
end, Luke O‘Neil, tailback, Louis
Fernandez,
and the defensive line
of Tim Foley, Brendan Duffy, and
Brian Donahue.
Back
on
campus,
The
Great
. Turkey
Day proved a great success. John Mornini for the second

and conditioned high schocl

units

to

teams

comprised

of

workers
somewhat
beyond
their
athletic prime. The Hoyas tend to play
to the level of their opponent, but are
striving to obtain greater consistency.
Games are held in the National Park
Service Fort Dupont Ice Arena located
in Anacostia, across the Potomac
‘River.
~ John
Carlin,
who
functions as
general
manager
and
fundraiser,
characterized the team philosophy as

‘‘trying to maintain

participation,

by

[Sports Quiz

Peter

with

the

strong

time

of 7:58.

accomplish

was

eating

The

saltines

by John Reagan
HOYA

Sports Editor

With the college basketball season underway, can you
name the nicknames of these near-great college basketball
powers?
1.0regon 2.Weber State 3. Texas-El Paso 4.North
Carolina St. 5.Evansville 6.Canisius 7.Central Michigan

8.Indiana State 9.Loyola(Chi.) 10.W.Kentucky 11.Hawaii
12.San Fransisco 13.Iowa State 14.S.Illinois 15.Boston U.

SCORING:
0 to 3-Poor(Stay away front trivia contests)
4 to 6-Fair(Not bad,need to improve)
7 to 9-Good(Reads Sports Illustrated
oni}
10to13-Very Good(Reads The Sporting News often)
14to15-Awesome(HOYA Sports potential)
IL

Answers on page 15.

new program to solicit alumni for Club

for

League

sports through Hoyas Unlimited, combined with a sympathetic GU Athletic
Department, has given the hockey
skaters ‘increased fiscal hope. As of
this time the Club receives no intercollegiate athletic funds.

The most pressing current Club concern regards the purchase of uniforms
carrying the Georgetown name. Future

aims expressed by Mr. Carlin include a
possible trip to New Orleans for the
Tulane-sponsored Mardi Gras Tournament, additional intercollegiate play

among

fl

area

that are natural

teams

and
Virginia)
Navy,
(i.e.
rivals
the Washington
with
cooperation
Capitals
management
to promote
hockey
both on the Hilltop and
throughout the District. Without a

Northwest Washington rink, or one in
thedforseeable

goals

future,

‘seem

some

quite

of ithese

distant.

However, with conunued player
interest, increased student-fan support, some funds and good fortune
these dreams may become realities to
the benefit of all involved.

The 1980-81 Georgetown Hockey Club.

Intramurals News:
American U. , Turkey Day Highlights

to

effort

ni and any other interested parties. A

$1700

this promise is operative.
Much credit for the team’s cohesion

Laloy, who lagged just one second
behind the winner, made the race
over
. the extremely hilly course a
real
crowd
pleaser.
Tom
Esseleman,
running
a 13: 28, was
the first dorm
entrant to finish,
while Jane Blatz’s 15:52 made her
the first woman to cross the line.
In the feature event, The Turkey
Trot,
Stephen
Downing
, Ellen
Joyce,
Jim
Bukowski,
and
Lisa
Paytos
comprising
the
Buffalo
Chips
emerged
victorious

“member, plus persistent pleas to alum-

trance necessitate Club dues of $60 per

and

thus far, 1-1-2, seems to indicate that

resides in Rob McCollum, who acts as
player-coach. Jeff Craven and Bill
Brems have exhibited fine leadership,
helping the squad persevere through
10:00-11:00 practices and games. Mark
Reidy, a graduate student who played
at Michigan University, has performed
admirably.
According
to Coach
Carlin, freshmen Tim Farrell and Bob
Celota have added ‘new strength to

Last year the women’s volleyball
team took second in the regional
tounament. Prior to this year’s tournament, Head Coach, Dr. McClure had
explained that having moved up so
rapidly in recent years, the team was
bound
to
encounter
a setback,
however, McClure added after the
tournament, ‘this just shows us how
far we have to go.”
Looking forward to next year, McClure outlined the program. The girls
will
begin
workouts
again
after
Christmas break and will participate in
some club competition in the spring.

en-

practice

and the team’s record

of

gutsy

Fees of $80 per hour for ice time to

club, while still trying to win games.”’
A no-cuts operation, Carlin uses flexible roster rules whch permit maximum

consecutive year won. the 2.2 mile
cross-country race, posting a time
A

Financing the Club’s activities remains a substantial difficulty facing
Georgetown’s
hockey
enthusiasts.

in a

round of four games

Past

the spirit of a

Tail
Ends
were
runner-ups, only
three
seconds
behind.
The
Trot,
which is run over a relatively short
course,
highlights eight different
obstacle
stations.
A
typical task

11:06.

the team.” Outstanding play and effort by goalies Stu Johnson and Bob
Emory also has boosted squad morale.

season.”” However, the girls were content with one victory over Penn

and
then
whistling,
while
obstacles included
withstanding
a

whipped cream pie in the face.

A 2l1-pound turkey was awarded
to the winners.
The second-place
finishers
received
four
frozen
turkey TV dinners, an appropriate
symbol for not quite first-rate. The
Quakers, who brought up the rear,
earned a package of hot dogs for
their
endeavors.
The
Giblets,
representing 3rd Harbin, picked up six
Yates cup points for being the most
successful dorm unit.
Participation increased in this year’s
Trot to 14 teams, or 56 people. Pleased
with the turnout and enthusiasn, IM
Director Tom Hunter commented that
the Great Turkey Day was ‘‘established as a tradition this year which can

now. be made better in succeeding
years.”’ Lengthening the social hour
after the active events is one foreseen
improvement. All who contributed to
the success of The Great Turkey Day
are thanked for their efforts.
16 6 0866868886866
86 ¢
In another attempt to bring about
tradition, the IM Department is sponsoring its second annual Christmas
Party in Yates on Friday, December bd
12th, at 8:00 pm. The Chimes will be
featured, but songs will follow a singalong format. Everyone is encouraged

to bring

a homemade

ornament

to

decorate the Yates tree, enjoy some
hot
chocolate,
and
join
in the
Yuletide spirit.

Fe

edhe ve ve

ke ok Ae ok ok koe de ok

Upcoming reports will include news
on intramural events such as
polo, racquetball, tennis, and
pong.

water
ping-

* * SportsBriefs * ok

On The Bench/John Reagan

Bowl-ing For Dollar$
The college bowl picture is in place, waiting for the holidays to begin.
A note on college bowl profits: the real winners in bowl games are the
independent schools. Take this year’s Sugar Bowl, Georgia (11-0) vs.
Notre Dame (9-0-1). If each team earns $2,000,000 from the game, the
Irish will get two million, while the Bulldogs must share their winnings
with each Member of the SEC.
In the end, Georgia ends up with $200,000 compared with ND’s big
bucks. Sharing the profits is not exclusive to the SEC, it’s commonplace
among the Big Ten (Michigan), Big 8 (Oklahoma), Southwest (Baylor),
and Pac-5, er Pac-10 (Washington). So, win or lose, Notre Dame,
Florida State, Pittsburgh and Navy will be the big winners.
Speaking of the college bowl games, here’s how they look:
GARDEN STATE BOWL, at the Meadowlands: Navy (8-3) vs.
Houston (6-5). Middies 27, Cougars 17.
HOLIDAY BOWL, at San Diego: SMU(8-3) vs. Brigham Young (11-1).
BYU 34, Mustangs 20.
y
TANGERINE BOWL, at Orlando: Maryland (8-3) vs. Florida (7-3).

Terps 24, Gators 13.
FIESTA BOWL, at Tempe, Arizona: Penn St. (9-1) vs. Ohio St. (9-2).
Buckeyes 21, Nittany Lions 20.
LIBERTY BOWL, at Memphis: Purdue (8-3) vs. Missouri (8-3). Boiler-

makers 17, Tigers 14.
SUN BOWL,

MSU

at El Paso: Miss. St. (9-2) vs. Nebraska (9-2). Huskers 30,

14.

GATOR

BOWL,

at Jacksonville: Pittsburgh (9-1) vs. South

(8-2). Panthers 17, Gamecocks 14.
Things are not going well with exHoyas Craig Shelton and John Duren,
now in the NBA. According to the
Sporting News’ ‘‘Basketball Bulletin’
of November 15th: ‘‘The (Atlanta)
Hawks are trying to peddle second
round pick Craig Shelton to make
room on their roster for Tom Burleson
(off the injured list)...”’ Over in Utah,
John Duren recently underwent knee
surgery and will be out until the end of

December.
Some GU News:All-American Jim
Corcoran recently appeared in Sports
Illustrated’s “They Said It” section

(Nov.10). Quoting the piece:
‘‘Georgetown’s Jim Corcoran kick-

ed a field goal with :14 left to beat Duquesne. In 1978 he did it by scoring the
game’s only touchdown on a 48 yard
return. This fall he kicked a field goal
with :13 left to defeat the Dukes. Said
Duquesne coach Jim McCann:‘I plan
to attend his graduation, just to be
sure he’s gone’.”’
Did You Know-This year’s GU Football team did not win a game on
natural grass? Yes, that’s right, the
Hoyas were 4-1 on synthetic turf while
0-3 on real grass.
-Wade Malone

BLUEBONNET

BOWL,

Carolina

:

4

at Houston: North Carolina (10-1) vs. Texas

(7-4). Tarheels 20, Longhorns 13.

"COTTON BOWL, at Dallas: Alabama(8-2) vs. Baylor (10-1): Crimson
Tide 34, Bears 21.
SUGAR BOWL, at New Orleans: Notre Dame (9-0-1) vs. Georgia .

(11-0). Irish 27, Bulldogs 23.

ROSE BOWL, at Pasadena: Michigan (9-2) vs.Washington (9-2).
Wolverines 17, Huskies 13, (If Michigan can’t win it this year, they
never will).
ORANGE BOWL, at Miami: Florida 5. (9-1) vs. Oklahoma (9-2).
Seminoles 20, Sooners 17.

A Final Note:Congrats to Bill Ferraro(of Bill Ferraro’s Intramurals
News),who showed his basketball Wizardry last night at the St. Leo
game. Good ob, Bill.

